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JHPS has always strived to give its students the confidence to dream 

big, to achieve more and to scale greater heights. In its journey of 27 

years, JHPS has seen thousands of students step out of its portals, into 

the real world. Our primary focus in this issue is on the students who 

are already facing and overcoming the challenges of the real world. It 

also focuses on students who are on the threshold of leaving the warm 

and protective environment of the school to enter the formidable world. 

In this attempt, we have tried to cover diverse emotions and varied 

opinions of the changing times and changing generations. Here we 

bring to you the 10th issue of the `Hillside News’ with the cover story 

“Stepping into the real world of Education”. We have also tried our best 

to cover the numerous accomplishments of the students and the events 

that have taken place in this academic session.

The biggest source of inspiration and motivation in bringing out this 

issue are our readers. We dedicate this issue solely to you. You can 

send your opinions and suggestions to us on journal@jhpublicschool.

com, as they will give us the necessary feed back. 

We hope that this reading experience is a memorable one.

Happy reading!
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The life of a child in a school atmosphere is a protected one with plenty of attention from 
teachers at school and from parents at home. At school, we give tests as many times as it 
takes for the child to get the right grade but in real life there may not be any second chances.

The after-school life is very challenging and the child has to be mentally fi t and strong to face the 
harsh realities of an indifferent world. Most of the school students do not understand what is really 
awaiting them in the world when they get done with their schooling.

Choosing a career, gearing up for the tough competition in this complex world and being left alone 
to take on the world is the real life situation facing the child when he/she passes out of the school. I 
hope that our children realize that their life can be what they want it to be, and it’s up to them to make 
it happen and not wait for someone else to solve their problems.

Financial literacy and Political and Social education is necessary for any child who is going out of 
the School for coping with the competition. The Real Education policy of any school should aim at 
caring about children and ensuring that they are prepared to face the real world. JHPS follows this 
policy effectively.

Alumni are the right people to come back and advise the children at school about life after school and 
counsel them carefully and compassionately.

A. Murali Mukund
Chairman 

Jubilee Hills Public School

“You don’t geet explaanatioons in rreal lifee. You jjust gett momments 

that arre absoolutelyy, utterrly, ineexplicaably oddd.” 

-  NNeil GGaaiman

REALITY
CHECK

CHAIRMAN’S
Message
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The Latest The Latest 
State-of-Art State-of-Art 
FacilitiesFacilities

7th December, 2013 adds a feather in JHPS’ cap 
with the inauguration of Audio Visual Studio 
and three state of the art Science Laboratories. 
Effective teaching and learning involves use of 
technology and streaming the best lessons to 
the students, and this can be done only through 
Audio Visuals. Thus the Audio-Visual Studio has 
been set up with an objective to introduce 
expert guidance and support in classroom 
teaching. At present, the Audio Visual Studio 
helps in recording and broadcasting the 
lessons as and when required.  In future, the 
school intends to streamline the lessons in the 
class to needy students in remote areas. 

Seeing, touching, handling and 
manipulating real objects and materials 
leads to the best learning practices. With this 
view in mind three science laboratories were 
also inaugurated, equipped with the latest 
supplies and apparatus to make learning 
interesting and effective for students. The 
school believes that this will encourage them 
to make signifi cant contributions in the fi eld of 
Physics, Biology, Chemistry and other streams 
of education later in their lives.

Sri.K.Durga Prasad , Director special  Protection Group inaugurating the  Audio Visual  Studio
g ng the  Aud o Visual  Studio
g g the  Audio Visual  Studio

Sri.K.Satyanarayana, President JHES 
Sri.K.Satyanarayana, President JHES 

inaugurating the  Biology laboratory
inaugurating the  Biology laboratory

Sri P. Subba Rao, Vice President JHES 
Sri P. Subba Rao, Vice President JHES inaugurating the Physics laboratory
inaugurating the Physics laboratory

Sri. B. N. Murthy, Vice President, JHES inaugurating the Chemistry laboratory
Sri. B. N. Murthy, Vice President, JHES inaugurating the Chemistry laboratory

ISO RECERTIFICATION
Senior Secondary School of JHPS has been included in the scope of ISO recertifi cation along with the primary, middle and 
secondary classes during the ISO audit held on 6th, 7th and 8th of January 2014.
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DIWALI
Diwali was celebrated on 1st November, 
2013 in the school campus with great pomp 
and vigor. The special assembly started with 
Lakshmi puja. The skit depicting Narakasura 
Vadh was applauded by all. Other cultural 
events like dance, songs, diya painting and 
bursting of crackers took place.

A skit depicting Narakasura VadhaA skit depicting Narakasura Vadha

Dancing in praise of Dancing in praise of 
goddess Durgagoddess Durga

Jai Maa DurgaJai Maa Durga

CHILDREN’S DAY
On Children’s Day, this year, a fi eld trip to Botanical 
Gardens was organsed  as a part of the celebration. 
Children enjoyed playing with their friends and 
teachers in the park. Teachers conducted different 
events like running race, dog and the bone, 
crawling and catching the ball. They also watched 
other events like fashion show, drawing and dances 
which were held there. Though the children were 
exhausted, they enjoyed the day tremendously. 

Teachers also entertained the children 
with their dances.

A Day out in A Day out in 
botanical Gardensbotanical Gardens

Khoo Chok chok JHPS train is coming 
Khoo Chok chok JHPS train is coming 

BOOK WEEK
Adhyayan – Book Week was held from 18th November 
to 21st  November, 2013 to encourage reading habit 
among children. DEAR programme (Drop Everything 
And Read) was conducted as part of the celebration, 
where children were made to read a book of their 
choice. Various competitions such as Storytelling & 
Rhymes recitation were conducted during the week 
and the winners were given prizes on 21st November, 
in the special assembly. Chief Guest Dr. K. Hannah 
Sunitha, retired librarian from Kasturba 
Degree and PG College for Women, graced 
the occasion and spoke on the importance 
of reading from early years.

Chief Guest’s speechChief Guest’s speech A Child receiving Prize
A Child receiving Prize

DUSSEHRA
Dussehra was celebrated on 3rd October, 2013 in the mini 
auditorium. The children were briefed about the importance of 
the festival. They learnt that this festival is celebrated for nine 
days with great fervour and good will.  Trisha from UKG sang 
songs followed by a group dance praising Goddess Durga.

JHKS
Section
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We are the proud winners – LKGWe are the proud winners – LKG

We are the proud winners – UKGWe are the proud winners – UKG

RHYMES DEPICTION
Rhyme Depiction Competition was conducted for students of 
LKG and UKG on 19th December, 2013. The children presented 
their rhymes in a very professional style. The teachers’ efforts 
were shown in the tiny tots’ colourful, innovative costumes 
as well as the gorgeous props. The judges had a tough time 
declaring the winners. The children were very enthusiastic 
and were appreciated by the judges.

CHRISTMAS
The tiny tots celebrated Christmas in the 
special assembly on 20th December, 2013. 
The show started with a skit on the birth of 
Jesus Christ. The kindergarten children sang 
a song followed by a dance on Christmas. 
The children who were dressed as little 
Santas rocked the stage with their peppy 
dance number.

PONGAL
The new year started with the special assembly on 
Pongal in the auditorium on 8th January, 2014.The 
Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi with other dignitaries 
graced the occasion. The children participated in the 
enactment of Bhogi mantalu, that is the Bon fi re.`Hari 
Dasu’ was seen singing `Hari kirtans’. Few girls were 
seen making rangoli. `Bhogi Pallu’ were showered on 
the children. The dance on ‘Sankranti Vachindi’ by 
the UKG children which was appreciated, added a 

perfect blend to the occasion. The Principal, 
Ms. M. Varalakshmi wished everyone a 
Happy Pongal and a happy vacation.

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Mr. Ron, the communication skill teacher, conducted classes 
for the kindergarten teachers to enhance their speaking 
skills and pronunciation while talking with the children in 
the day to day classes. He stressed on voiced and non-
voiced letters. The classes were in an interactive manner. 
He made the learning easy and fun through his natural way 
of communicating with the teachers. He also used i-board 
facility and teaching aids to make the class more interesting.

Group danceGroup dance

Let’s enhance our EnglishLet’s enhance our English

Cutting the Christmas cake
Cutting the Christmas cake

JHKS
sectioN
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Stepping into high school might be 
scary, but stepping into the real 

world is even more daunting. A lot 
of uncertainty about future events, 
possibilities and opportunities can 
cause mixed emotions of excitement 
and doubt. Life defi nitely won’t be the 
same, and one will have to adjust, for 
optimum success and contentment 
after high school. But do the high school 
students really know, what they want to 
do for the rest of their lives? Do they 
really understand the choices available? 
And do they realize what surprises life 
has in store for them?

Students are often told that their 
college life would be the best years 
of their life. However with the shift in 
atmosphere and increasing pressure, a 
question arises in their mind –   “Is the 
best time of my life supposed to be like 
this?”

A change in the atmosphere- but 
what kind of change is it?

Moving on to college represents 
a signifi cant step towards adulthood. 
Whether the student lives at home or 
is away to attend college, the move 
represents an emotional separation 

for both the parents and the child. 
For most, the end of high school 
marks the symbolic end of childhood. 
Some parents, after years spent in 
nurturing their children feel lost and 
lonely. As there is a transition from 
high school to college, one may be 
surprised at how different these two 
environments can be. The expectations 
and responsibilities placed on one 
in college vary greatly from those 
one experiences in high school. From 
academics to extracurricular activities 

to social aspects, college differs from 
high school in a number of ways.

One major difference, which can 
trip up students, is the atmosphere in 
which learning and studying take place. 
The responsibility rests solely on the 
students. Unlike high school, where 
teachers, family, and friends help out 
students and ensure that they attend 
all the classes and complete all their 
homework, in college, the students are 
left by themselves. In other words, they 
are responsible and accountable for 
making sure that they go to the classes 
and are expected to set their own 
deadlines for turning in assignments 
in time.

Those, for whom this transition is 
not smooth, have to lead a strained 
campus life. It’s no secret that the stress 
levels of college students have been 
on a constant rise. A 2009 survey of 40 
randomly chosen four-year colleges and 
universities found that 85% of the 2,240 
undergraduates interviewed experience 
stress on a daily basis (up from 80% in 
2008). The increased number of students 
facing stress has been accompanied 
by an increase in utilization of mental 
health and counseling services; one 
institution reported a 29% increase in 
the use of counseling and psychological 

Stepping into the realStepping into the real
COVER

Story
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services in the last four years and 
another reported that 40% of the fi rst-
year students visit their counseling 
center.

College offers young people a level 
of autonomy they’ve never experienced 
before. And if they’re attending a college 
away from home, they don’t have their 
parents standing guard outside their 
room ordering them back inside to 
study for the next day’s midterm exam. 
The students who have self-discipline 
are able to make adjustments without 
much diffi culty, but others are swept 
away in the social whirl of college life.

So, is college life the best time in 
one’s life?

Changing Views with 
Changing Times…
There is a sea change in generations 
which have lived in agrarian society 
and post-industrial society. There were 
caste based occupations and they used 
to take up their parent’s occupation, 
but people now live their lives the way 
they want to. If they are not interested 
in their father’s profession they take up 
some other profession. Now everyone 
wants an ‘out of the box’ career. Children 
speak their mind, discuss their plans and 
problems with their parents. Previously, 

interactions were very rare but now 
things have changed and parents are 
more interactive and approachable.  

Careers at that time meant only a 
few options like agriculture, government 
jobs, medicine, Engineering and small 
businesses. But now the scope has 
changed. The present generation takes 
up different jobs like social service, 
fashion designing, etc. Their mindset 
has evolved, fi rst they thought it was 
only few jobs through which they could 
be recognized, earn money and satisfy 
their needs. As the perspective on 
careers changed, there are more options 
for one to attain success in his/her life, 
even by opting for talent based careers.

Nowadays, parents are involved in 
career guidance in different ways. They 
guide us and provide core education. At 
the same time, they, as members of the 
society can share their vast experiences 
and provide proper guidance. Moreover, 
how parents view the various careers 
and the career guidance provided by 
them, plays an extremely important 
role in determining the future course 
of one’s career. What expectations do 
parents have about their child’s future? 
Though parents are trying to guide, 
their mindset is still guided by their 
upbringing. Most parents have ‘well-
thought out’ and ‘perfect’ career plans 
for their children. They want them to 
be doctors, lawyers, engineers and 
other high profi le professionals. Our 
parent’s generation grew up under very 
different ideas of what work is and what 
it should be. For them work was about 
having security and stability.

Our generation has moved on 
from there, and we seem to seek 
more enlightenment and fulfi llment 
from our work. That is where we fi nd 
a clash of opinions between students 
and their parents. What both need 
to do is sit together and put forward 
their ideas. Students especially should 
have the patience and the confi dence 

world of educationworld of education
storY

COVER
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to speak their mind openly and 
be able to convince their parents. 
Fortunately, the tide of time is changing 
gradually. Parents now have started 
acknowledging the new career options 
that are coming up and are much more 
aware, willing and open towards these 
career options. In fact, even for students 
the support of parents can make a huge 
difference - emotionally, practically and 
even inspirationally.

The Alumni of JHPS: 
Rocked in the JHPS cradle

“To become good, successful 
citizens we must be carefully nurtured 
from childhood. This responsibility 
lies in the hands of parents and the 
institutions we study in. JHPS has done 
its job successfully,” says an ex- student 
and now a parent of a JHPian. 

When they were little, they came 
to school in tears, they grew up, made 
many friends, had fun together and left 
the school in tears on their farewell- 
they are the alumni of JHPS. 

We conducted a survey among 
some of the alumni. Surprisingly all 
of them had the same kind of answer 
for our questions. They said that the 
biggest gift the school has given them 
is CONFIDENCE to live in the open 
world. All of them miss their school 
friends and agreed that the friendships 
built at school are the most precious 

form of friendship. They keep in touch 
with each other on the phone and meet 
each other whenever time permits. 
When we asked them about the new 
infrastructure of the school they said 
that the present students are all lucky to 
have these facilities. They feel happy for 
the present batch but a little envious for 
not having had so many opportunities. 
They regard JHPS as the best place to 
study in.

They miss school and school life. 
That is why the alumni organization 
has been conducting reunions trying to 
bring back the memories of the golden 
days of their lives.

“Most of the alumni of JHPS have 
touched the skies in their respective 

careers. The ethics they learnt at school 
and the values that they have imbibed 
from their parents, have made them 
what they are today” said Sri Kanthi 
Rana, our alumni.

They miss school 

and school life. That 

is why the alumni 

organization has 

been conducting 

reunions trying 

to bring back the 

memories of the 

golden days of 

their lives

COVER
Story
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Reminiscing memories of school 
days is a way of holding onto the 
things you love and the ones you 
never want to lose. Here we have 
students of the outgoing batch 
recollecting fond memories of their 
childhood days.

MEMORIES TO CHERISH 
FOR A LIFE TIME

Sometimes you will never 
know the value of a 
moment until it becomes 
a memory. Good memories 
are hard to forget and I 
have had my share in JHPS. 
Life is all about learning. 
Years spent in school are 
a preparation to face the 
greater challenges the 

world has to offer. They shape our character, mould 
our mental attitudes and fashion the basic principles 
of life. For many of us the days spent in school are 
the happiest and the best days of our lives. The very 
memory of school days fi lls our minds with nostalgic 
memories of happy days of yester years. Though I 
spent only one year, I have learnt a lot from this school. 
I still remember the fi rst day at school -I was a lost kid, I 
did not know what to do, I did not have any friends. But 
as days passed I made new friends. Monica came into 
my life. She has been a great companion with whom 
I could share my joys and worries. The Teachers have 
also been very kind, understanding and motivating. I 
am blessed to have the guidance of Sree Devi ma’am 
and Rema ma’am. They are, and will always remain one 
of my favourite teachers. The EUREKA moment - I really 
understood Physics this year, all thanks to K. Srinivas 
Rao sir. Annual day, teachers day, children’s day add 
to the cherishable memories. A year spent in JHPS is a 
lifelong experience hence, a very precious one to me. 
Thank you.

Nida Fatima, Class XII

I thank JHPS for giving 
us such memorable 
moments and making our 
time so special.

I’ll miss all the fun I’ve 
had with my friends and 
teachers. I’ll miss each and 
every teacher who has 
taught me. I thank JHPS 
for teaching all the good 

things and trying to make me a better person. I’ll miss 
every moment I’ve spent in school- the assemblies, 
the classes, the annual day, the teachers’ day and all 
the crazy times we had in JHPS.

Kajal, Class XII

I, as a student of JHPS 
can say that I truly and 
completely love JHPS. I 
never felt that I left home 
for it always felt like my 
second home. I will always 
remember the KG rooms 
where we replied back to 
teachers in chorus U-N-
D-E-R-S-T-O-O-D M-A’-

A-M. I have always loved the creative assignments, 
the corridor fun, the boy-girl wars (in classes 1,2 and 
3), the old  AV room and the kiddy movies. I met a 
lot of people whom I respect for they have made me 
mature. I’ll remember all my teachers who taught me- 
they have shaped my life like no one else could have- 
I am forever indebted to them. JHPS will always be 
the warm and amazing place for me no matter what. 
But all in all the feeling at school has not changed so 
much and I like it like this. ”Jab mein chota baccha tha 
badi shararat karta tha ab jo main bada ho gaya main 
badi shrarat karta hun.” 

Archit K., Class X
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Twelve long years!!

I could not have asked for 
a better school life. I feel 
so nostalgic when I think 
about those wonderful 
days spent in JHPS. I 
have an infi nite number 
of memories associated 
with this amazing school 
- Lemon and spoon races, 

story-telling and calligraphy competitions, sports day 
practices, water fi ghts before the commencing of holidays, 
standing out in the corridors as a punishment (after all 
we are outstanding students!!), hilarious conversations 
with best friends, PT periods which were a lot of fun, 
Volleyball during the lunch breaks, School trips, Inter-
school competitions and what not!!!

I love playing Football and I cannot forget the 
goal I scored against 8th grade boys. It was a special 
one as I was in 6th grade back then! Although I felt 
weird being the only girl amidst all the boys, my love 
for Football and Volleyball always dominated that 
awkward feeling. And I feel we shouldn’t hesitate 
to do something we love when it’s not wrong. I feel 
privileged for having been a part of the Student 
Council. Though it was a tiring job, it was quite an 
amazing experience and I enjoyed it

I remember those happy moments when the teachers 
appreciated me for my work. From Lalitha Ma’am (Class 
Teacher in LKG) to Prashanti ma’am (Class Teacher in X), 
every teacher will remain special to me! Words cannot 
describe what JHPS means to me! Proud to be a JHPian!

Sreya .P , Class X

I remember every moment 
I’ve spent in JHPS, be 
it sharing food, eating, 
competitions or playing 
table tennis matches 
with Kiran sir. At JHPS 
I’ve developed a strong 
liking towards Physics and 
Mathematics. Amongst all 
the cherishable memories 

that JHPS has given me, the most memorable one was 
children’s day. I will always remember my fi rst day at 
school, two of my friends and I were freshers. The fi rst 
people I spoke to were Lokesh and Abdul. I’ll surely 
remember all my teachers, specially Sree Devi ma’am 
and I feel she is the most cheerful teacher I’ve ever seen.

Soham Rajiv, Class XII

I was in JHPS for six years 
and every moment of my 
school life has been a sweet 
memory. But a few things 
that I enjoyed the most 
were the times during inter 
school singing and sports 
competitions. It is such a  
proud feeling to win a prize 
in other schools and to 

express the joy by cheering so loud that all the people 
around know that we won! I had many such experiences 
during my VIIIth grade and I, without a second thought, 
can say it is the grade in which I gained the self 
confi dence and courage which I have in me today.

Varsha Chalasani, Class X

Memories are those good 
experiences that one likes 
to cherish for the rest of 
their life. Let me tell you 
what 8 years of schooling 
in JHPS has given me- 
some good memories.

From this multitude 
of memories, it is quite 
diffi cult to single out any 

one, for I have lived every moment of my school life 
in JHPS to the fullest, and have no regrets regarding 
these. The adrenaline-fi lled football matches, the way 
we used to scour every class for lunch during the 
lunch breaks, the tension-fi lled exams, the fun-fi lled 
dispersal duties, and the jokes we shared in the classes, 
will always be a part of my memory.

Of these memories, the most precious one to me will be the 
time during the election campaign for the post of Head boy, when 
I gave my fi rst campaign speech. Until then, I had only dreamt of 
becoming the Head boy, but after this incident had taken place, I 
realized that dreams do come true, and I was truly living it! 

The response from the audience to my speech was tremendous, 
and this resulted in my confi dence levels shooting up. The confi dence 
that I have now for facing various kinds of situations in life can only be 
attributed to that, and I shall forever cherish this in my ‘Treasure Vault 
of Memories’. Years down the line, I shall forever remember JHPS as 
my ‘second home’, where dreams do come true. The incidents and 
experiences in JHPS have helped me transform from what I was, to 
what I am today, and I shall always thank JHPS for that.

Allen Thomas, Class X
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- Sri Kanthi Rana
DCP, Cyberabad (Ex- JHpian)

“A Strong foundation 
creates strong future “

It is indeed very prestigious for JHPS to have a Deputy Commissioner 
of Police, Cyberabad amongst the alumni. The students of the 
Hillside News had the opportunity to share a few minutes with Sri 
Kanthi Rana of 1991 batch, to gain inspiration from his life.

Q) What are the values that you have learnt from school 
and did they have any impact in your life?
A) The school has laid a strong foundation of values like being 
disciplined and strong, and respecting elders. They have 
helped me to be a good citizen in the society. I always try to 
implement them in my daily life.

Q) What impels you to do something for the society?
A) I am greatly moved seeing the poor, weak and unsupported. 
So many cases come to us and we as civil offi cers always try 
to support the needy.

Q) What do you think is important in life to become a 
successful person and to choose the right path?
A) To be successful in life we should be happy with what we 
are doing. One should not hold regret in ones heart for what 
he or she has not done.

Q) Do you think there is a change in India in terms of 
women empowerment?
A) Yes, there is a lot of change in the position of women in the 
Indian society. In my opinion women are more brilliant and 
braver than most men. More and more women should come 
out of the shackles imposed by society and prove their talents.

Q) What is your promise for tomorrow?
A) To work towards giving a better society to the future 
generations.

Q) One piece of advice to the students that you would like 
to give.
A) One should come out with a strong foundation from his/her 
school. Make your parents proud and be satisfi ed with what you do.

Rakesh Varre is an upcoming face in 
the tollywood industry. Having featured 
in movies like; Josh, Vedam, Badrinath 
and Mirchi, he will next  be seen playing 
a role in the most-awaited 2015 fi lm 
`Bahubali’, directed by national award 
winning director-S S Rajamouli.  Rakesh 
Varre passed out from Jubilee Hills Public 
School in the year 2001. The reporters of 
HillSide News were fortunate enough to 
have a talk with Rakesh.

Q) Please share some good memories 
from JHPS?
A) I have a lot of memories about school. 
In school I started certain activities like; 
sports and Dance. Everybody encouraged 
me a lot including the teachers. Neither 
the certifi cates nor the various accolades 
received in school matter as much as 
the fun I had in school. After I went to 
hostel, I realized the value of hard work 
and passed out with 96% percent and a 
very good EAMCET rank.

Q) What was the spark that inspired 
you to act in movies? 
A) I used to dance and indulge in sports as I 
told you earlier. So when I was looking for a 
career, I just thought that the fi lm industry 
was an extension of, dancing. However, my 
entry into movies was totally unexpected; I 
never thought that I would do it.

Q) Who or what was your guiding 
force, or your pillar of support?

A) You see no one actually supported 
me to take up a career in the fi lm 
industry because they cared for me and 
didn’t want me to go on the ‘wrong 
path’ as they believed it to be. But one 
can’t exactly call it a wrong path.

Q) When did you get your first break? 
Can you share the experiences that 
you had in it?
A) My fi rst fi lm was `Josh’ and I loved 
the experience. My acting in this fi lm 
was appreciated and I was invited for a 
role in Vedam.

Q) How do you feel just before the 
release of a movie?
A) I don’t get very excited for a release. 
Many people ask me how one can not 
be excited about the release of their 
own movie. But I believe nothing can be 
done at the last minute. I did my role 
well, so if the movie works it’s nice, if it 
does not I don’t regret it either.

- Mr. Rakesh Varre

Success Follows Success Follows 
HardworkHardwork
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-  Stephen Paul

Q) Would you like to share some of your most pleasant 
memories from JHPS?
A)  I was 8 yrs old when I joined JHPS. I started skating in the 
school as an extra-curricular activity and fell in love with the 
sport. I was thirteen when I represented India in the Swiss 
Inline cup and secured the 5th position which was one of the 
most memorable moments for me. My wonderful teachers 
always helped me to cover my portions when I was out for 
racing. I owe my success to JHPS. I couldn’t have dreamt big 
and achieved so much without the school’s support. 

I remember when I was in X grade I couldn’t attend the 
school sports day because I had a major tournament to 
attend and so my Mom received a trophy on my behalf. She 
felt really very special and was in tears when she told me that. 
At that moment, I realised how proud my mom was of me. 

JHPS has given me some wonderful friends who have 
been an important part of my family and my journey. 

Q) When did you first discover your talent or love for ice 
skating? Where did you first ice skate?
A) In 2006 summer, I was invited to try ice speed skating from 
one of the fastest ice skater Mr. Subodh Patil and technically 
he was my fi rst ice skating coach. It was a 15 day camp 
followed by a national championship. I ended up winning 
silver medal at the nationals. It was the fi rst medal ever for 
Andhra Pradesh. I have been in love with this sport ever since. 
Once I got to know that roller skating didn’t make it to the 
2016 Olympics I made a move to the USA to receive training 
for ice speed skating for the 2018 Winter Olympics.

Q) Tell us about your struggle to reach your goal.
A) It was a tough journey for me, I was not a talented skater 
but was very hard working. I suffered from a lot of injuries, I 

have broken my hand four times and I still skate with a rod 
and three screws in my leg. I realized that nothing is very easy 
to get in life.

There is this saying which I like “If your dreams don’t scare 
you, they aren’t big enough.”

Q) How do you feel, representing India at an international level?
A) It’s defi nitely a proud moment to represent India in 
these big championships. There is a huge responsibility you 
carry when you are representing 1.23 billion people. I think 
the feeling you get when you step out there holding your 
country’s fl ag is the best moment anybody can experience.

I’m really happy with what I am doing right now but I have 
bigger goals to achieve, winning that 2018 Olympic medal for 
the country is what I am looking for right now.

Q) Who or what has been your greatest inspiration?
A) My Dad has been the greatest inspiration for me. One 
quality I learnt from him is to help under privileged people 
like orphans and widows.

Nick Vujicic is also one of my inspirations. He was born 
without arms and legs and given no medical reason for this 
condition. I was going through a very tough time in my career 
when I broke my leg and accidentally I came across a video on 
him. He made me realize I can get over anything and skate again.

Q) What is your message to your juniors in JHPS?
A) Dream Big for Dreams come true. Never be a follower, be 
a leader and don’t give up on your dreams. 

One of the inspirational quotes I like, which comes from 
Sachin Tendulkar is-

“Chase your dreams, dreams do come true. I had to wait for 
one for 22 years (the World Cup).”

Stephen Paul, an alumnus of JHPS is an 
international ice and roller skater. Having 
bagged medals in many national and 
international championships, he is now receiving 
training for the 2018 winter Olympics in the 
USA. Here’s an excerpt from the interview.

`If your dreams `If your dreams 
don’t scare you, don’t scare you, 
they aren’t big they aren’t big 
enough’enough’
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The magical blend of colours on the canvas enlighten the mind and 
increase the thinking capacity. The Art Exhibition was held on 4th and 

5th of October in the school premises. Students showcased their views 
and ideas in a very creative way through their art work. Parents were 
fascinated by the work of art done by the students. Children presented 
a blend of the modern and the traditional world in a very interesting 
manner. The school is sure to present the next Picasso to the world.

The Book Exhibition held in the school on the same days gave the 
students a chance to explore the world of books. Students accompanied 
by their parents attended the event. Various fi ctional and non fi ctional 
books were on display. Books for every age group were available and 
students enthusiastically browsed the books and bought them.

- Radhika Shenoy, Class X  & Meghna Addi, Class IX

  Book
Exhibition

  Art
Exhibition

&

Sri B. N. Murthy, Vice President JHES at the Art ExhibitionSri B. N. Murthy, Vice President JHES at the Art Exhibition

Chairman at the Book Exhibition
Chairman at the Book Exhibition

A Baby’s Night Out for the children of classes I and II was conducted on 
1st February ‘13. The objective behind this was to inculcate the values of 
caring and sharing and to develop independence and responsibility among 
them. Children reached the school by 2 p.m. on Saturday. They enjoyed the 
rides and the games that were arranged and in the night danced around the 
Bonfi re. They watched a movie after dinner and went to bed. Next morning, 
they went jogging, did a few aerobic exercises and had their breakfast. Gifts 
were given to the children after which they left the school at 10 a.m. with 
cherished moments.

- Kiruthika Class IX

Baby’s Night Out

Here we come for a fun-filled weekend
Here we come for a fun-filled weekend

Group danceGroup dance Enjoying joggingEnjoying jogging Swinging roundSwinging round
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CHILDREN’S DAY

Celebrating Childhood
Children are the light of life and we celebrate Pandit 

Jawaharlal Nehru’s birthday as Children’s Day, every 
year. This year, the students were taken to various picnic 
spots. Primary school students (Classes I to IV) were taken 
to Shilparamam.

Middle school students (Classes V to VIII) went to 
Jalavihar, a water park where they thoroughly enjoyed the 
water rides during the day. The wave pool was the most 
exciting part of the trip. The students of classes IX and X 
went to Ocean Park where they had fun in the most thrilling 
and amazing amusement rides. After the rides, they had 
a delicious lunch. Then, they all headed to experience the 
‘fun’tastic water rides such as tornado and pendulum. 

The students of Classes XI and XII went to the resort 
‘Songs of the Earth’ where they rejuvenated themselves and 
had a gala time throughout the day. They enjoyed various 
activities like rope climbing, tidal pool, badminton etc. The 
highlight of the afternoon was the rain dance which was 
enjoyed to the core by everyone. The students returned with 
happy memories to reminiscence for years to come.

- Divya & Vandana, Class IX

At JalaviharAt Jalavihar

The name Dasara is derived from the Sanskrit 
word Dasha-Hara. This festival is celebrated to 

commemorate the victory of Goddess Durga over the 
demon Mahishasura.

On 3rd October ’13, a cultural programme was 
conducted in the special assembly to make the students 
understand the signifi cance of the festivals and culture 
of the country. The programme commenced with a 
prayer followed by many other events. Students spoke 
on the signifi cance of the festival and how it is celebrated 
throughout the country. The students performed a 
dance drama – “Navadurga” in which the various forms 
of Goddess Durga were depicted. A traditional dance on 
the signifi cance of worshipping Goddess Meenakshi was 
presented by the students in a graceful and rhythmic 
manner. The programme ended on a delightful note with 
the message ‘Victory of good over evil’.

- Radhika Shenoy, Class X

DaSaRA
Victory of Good over Evil

Group songGroup song

 Group dance Group dance
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The school celebrated its ‘Annual Day’ 
on Saturday 30th November, 2013 

in the school premises. The teachings 
of Swami Vivekananda were chosen 
as the basic theme for the Annual 
Day, to commemorate his 150th Birth 
Anniversary. Sri. B. Prasada Rao, IPS, 
Director General of Police, Andhra 
Pradesh was the Chief Guest for the day. 
He was accorded a warm welcome by the 
members of the committee, the Principal 
and the student council. The Chief Guest 
and the Committee Members were 
presented bouquets and mementos.

The programme started with the 
Swagatham dance and the tiny tots 
of preprimary performed a dance to 
invoke Lord Ganesha’s blessings.

The Principal Ms. M. Varalakshmi 
welcomed the gathering and briefed 
them about the school’s recent 
achievements. She further added that 
the students should have the qualities of 
purity, patience, perseverance and love 
like Vivekananda to aspire for and reach 
their goals. The Academic Director, Ms. 
G. Sree Devi in her speech highlighted 
the new initiatives taken by the school 
for the overall development of students. 
To achieve this, teachers are empowered 
with the latest changes in the education 
world through regular trainings.

The Chief Guest Sri B. Prasada Rao 
appreciated the school’s performance. 
He added that the fi eld of education 
should be endowed with committed 
teachers so that students will be 
empowered to become self reliant to 
face the challenges of life.

The Chairman Sri A. Murali Mukund, 
in his speech expressed that learning is a 
continuous process and latest technology 
is brought in to enhance the learning 
process.  He emphasized that tradition is 
equally taken care of where in teachers are 
the most valuable asset. He announced 
that school is moving further with two 
more branches – at A S Rao Nagar and 
Vijayawada- in the near future.

The awards like Surapaneni 
Radhadevi Memorial award, Shantha 
Biotechnic award, School Topper awards 
and Subject topper awards (AISSE & 
AISSCE), were given away by the Chief 
Guest to the outstanding students to 
acknowledge their achievements.  The 
President Sri Kode Satyanaraya gave 
away the President’s best student award 
and the Special Talent awards.

The Chairman Sri A. Murali Mukund 
gave the School general profi ciency 
awards and gold medals to the teachers 
who had put in 100% attendance during 
the academic year.

The audience was enthralled by 
the variety of cultural programmes 
presented by the children. The school 
wore a festive look. The function was 
attended by the parents, alumni, media 
and other dignitaries. 

The Senior Head Boy Allen Thomas 
proposed the vote of thanks.

M. Sreethi & D. Lasya , Class IX

Annual DayAnnual DayAnnual DayAnnual Day

Chief Guest’s speechChief Guest’s speech

Best Boy Student – G. Sai Yeswanth Chowdary Best Boy Student – G. Sai Yeswanth Chowdary 

Surapaneni Radha Devi Memorial Award - G. Bhavishya Surapaneni Radha Devi Memorial Award - G. Bhavishya 

President Best student award - M. Durga MounikaPresident Best student award - M. Durga Mounika

AISSE Topper- Pourush SoodAISSE Topper- Pourush Sood
Chairman Awarding Gold Medal to teachers Chairman Awarding Gold Medal to teachers 

for 100% attendance for 100% attendance 
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7th of December saw a monumental event 
at JHPS – an event in which 17 famous 
personalities were invited to enlighten and 
educate students from over 40 schools. 
This inspiring event was conducted by 
JHES in collaboration with the Centre for 
Innovations in Public Systems (CIPS).

The programme started with a 
welcome dance and the Principal, Mrs. 
M. Varalakshmi welcomed the gathering 
with Swami Vivekananda’s inspiring 
words. The objective of the programme 
was to inspire 21stcentury young minds 
to think inventively, in order to develop 
themselves and simultaneously help the 
society to achieve newer heights.

The Director of CIPS Sri. D. 
Chakrapani, emphasized the importance 
of imbibing the latest methods in the 
teaching learning process. The Chief 
Guest of the programme, Sri. Chukka 
Ramaiah, popularly known as IIT 
Ramaiah said that the secret behind any 
nation’s development is its education. 
He also stated that a teacher who is 
not an innovator can never be a good 
teacher. His immense experience in the 
fi eld of education makes him one of the 
leading names in the state and it was 
indeed an honour for the students to be 
given an opportunity to listen to him.

Sri. Umapathi, IPS, Former Director,AP 
Police Academy emphasized that critical 
thinking and creative thinking should be 
developed at the school level. He said 
that the person who stimulates thinking 
among students is a real teacher and an 
imaginative student who can think  is an 
asset to the country.

Sri. A. Murali Mukund, the Chairman 
of JHPS felt that innovation is the 
need of the hour and mentioned that 
the Government of India has declared 
2010-20 as the Decade of Innovations.

After the inaugural session, 
Dr.Balasubrahmaniam, Founder, 
Swami Vivekananda Youth Movement, 
Bangalore addressed the students on 
the importance of imbibing  Leadership 
qualities. He asked the students to 
follow his life ‘Mantra’ of “TAP”, where 
“T” refers to transparency in personal 
and professional life, “A” refers to 
accountability of a high standard in 
whatever they do and “P” refers to 
participation in demanding change for 
a better living.

Ms. Sree Devi Gundapaneni, 
the Academic Director introduced 
“Innovations in Education” in her 
speech. She explained the literal 
meaning of the word Literacy and 
brought to light the educational 
changes taking place in India. The 
need of the hour in her view is to Teach 
Less but Learn More. She expressed 
that only educational institutions with 
committed teachers can bring about 
a change for the better in the present 
system. She said that JHPS is one such 
institution striving to achieve this goal. 
By creating opportunities for students, 
the school hopes to provide education 
to rural areas via Audio Visual Studio 

through the internet by streaming live 
or recorded videos online to students. A 
mobile science lab to reach students in 
rural areas where labs are not available 
is also in the offi ng.

The next speaker Sri. Diwakar 
Vaish from ASET Robotics, New Delhi, 
demonstrated the working of mind 
sensing robots that left the audience 
spell bound. The robot sensed the 
signals of his brain which were projected 
on a screen using by special software 
which was invented by his team. 

Eminent speakers Dr. Suranjan 
Bhattacharya and Dr. Sara Bhattacharya 
from Christian Medical College (CMC), 
Vellore, Tamil Nadu shared the history 
of CMC, Vellore with the inspiring story 
of how a single person’s efforts made a 
huge impact in the medical fi eld.

Another distinguished speaker 
Dr. Kanika Khandelwal from Lady 
Shriram College for Women, New Delhi 
enlightened the students about confl ict 
resolution. She narrated the well known 
story of “The Elephant and the Blind 
Men” which clearly demonstrates the 
need for one to understand the others’ 
views. This would help one reach a win-
win solution for all confl icts. This way 
one may avoid unnecessary arguments.

The next speaker Dr. Lakshmi, 
Manager Marketing/IPR –Legal Centre 
for Development of Telematics, 
Bangalore, Karnataka gave a speech on 
the topic “Nurturing creativity in young 
minds leads to innovation”. She was of 
the view that one can develop possibility 
thinking in all circumstances. She said 
that creativity gives us the ability to 
tackle problems and that creative people 
are different and tend to take risks.

“Crea� vity-Where the teacher and the 
student reside in the same individual”

Innovations to Inspire Young Minds
CIPS AT JHPS

Sri. Chukka Ramaiah’s messageSri. Chukka Ramaiah’s message

Sri. D. Chakrapani addressing the gatheringSri. D. Chakrapani addressing the gathering
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Sri. Daya Sagar, Instructor 
Master Trainer, Agastya International 
Foundation, Kuppam, Chittor exhibited 
the importance of science education 
through experiments. He demonstrated 
a few experiments and said that the 
students in science subjects can be 
stimulated if the teacher explains the 
lessons with the help of experiments. 

Another inspiring speaker Brigadier 
P. Ganesham gave a lecture on “Ideas and 
Innovations for happiness of people”. 
He expounded grass root innovations 
from National Innovation Foundation

The last session involved 
showcasing the talent of three child 
prodigies. Master Siddharth, (ex Jhpian) 
showcased his talent as a drummer and 
said that anyone who wants to succeed 
in his/her life has to nurture the passion 
towards his/her goal. Master Raghav 
Srivatsav displayed his talent in reverse 
spell bee and blind folded chess. 

Another child prodigy Ms. Naina 
Jaiswal, a tennis player who holds the 
distinction of studying graduation at 
the age of 13 opined that if a person 
can focus on a particular fi eld, they can 
gain mastery in it.

The day ended with a visit to the 
exhibits of Agasthya mobile lab and 
grass-root innovations explained by 
the students of JHPS. The visitors 
thanked the school management and 
the other delegates who attended the 
programme and enlightened them with 
speeches and presentations.

Sudhamshu, Class X

The inspiring words of Dr. Suranjan BhattacharyaThe inspiring words of Dr. Suranjan Bhattacharya

Chairman’ s messageChairman’ s message

Dr. Kanika Khandelwal‘s speech on conflict resolutionDr. Kanika Khandelwal‘s speech on conflict resolution

Books are the light of life. Every year the school 
organizes a Book Week called “Adhyayan” to enhance 

the literary skills and inculcate reading habits amongst the 
students. “Adhyayan” was held from 18th to 24th November 
’13. There was a chain of week-long competitions and 
events. A Rhymes Recitation competition was organized 
for the kindergarten students. The students of classes I 
and II had a story telling session. There was a Spell Bee 
Competition for students of classes III and IV. 

‘Indus Solutions’ organized ‘Know Your Author’ for 
students of classes VIII, IX and XI on 18th November during 
which students were given clues about authors and were 
asked to guess the name of the author. It was an event 
that made the students aware about the various famous 
authors and their books. On 19th of November, the 
students of class V participated in Bookmark preparation 
in which the students displayed their creative skills and 
made beautiful bookmarks.

On 20th of November, a Book Review competition 
was held for classes VI and VII by ‘Scholastic India’. A 
programme called DEAR (Drop Everything And Read) was 
also organized in the school to promote reading habit 
amongst the students. The entire school including the 
teachers was immersed in the wonderful world of books. 
It was a week full of fun and learning, and an exhilarating 
experience for one and all.

P. Divya & M. V. V. Vandana, Class IX

ADHYAYANADHYAYAN
Books are lighthouses erected in the great 

sea of time - E. P. Whipple

Bookmarks prepared by students
Bookmarks prepared by students

Book Review CompetitionBook Review Competition

      DEAR Time       DEAR Time 
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Add positive things to your life,

Subtract the negative ones,

Multiply your happiness,

And divide your Sorrows.

Math Day is the occasion which marks the birth anniversary 
of the famed mathematical genius Srinivas Ramanujan. 
Math Day was celebrated in the school on 24th December 
’13. A rangoli representing all the mathematical shapes 
was made by the teachers to welcome the gathering. Ms. 
Prashanthi, the HOD delivered a report on the activities 
of department of Mathematics. The students presented a 
mathemagic show based on popular math tricks. Math jokes 
shared by students were enjoyed by all. The importance 
and usage of Mathematics in daily life was highlighted 
throughout the programme. The programme concluded on 
a `Mathemagical’ note.

K. P. Swetha, Class IX

Math Day

Rangoli with geometrical shapesRangoli with geometrical shapes

Group DanceGroup Dance

IRIDESCENTIRIDESCENT
DiwaliDiwali

Diwali is all about eliminating darkness within oneself. 
Diwali was celebrated with pomp and gaiety in the 

school premises on 1st November ’13. The programme 
displayed charm with the diyas and lights sparkling in 
an interplay of light and shade. Shimmer and sparkle 
were an integral part of the stage decorations. The 
atmosphere was packed with fun and frolic.

The programme began with a peppy dance number 
which was performed by the students of kindergarten. 
It was followed by a skit which depicted the story 
of Narakasura. A graceful dance ‘Ksheera Samudra 
Madhanam’ was a marvel of synchronized movements 
in the most eye-catching of the costumes. A group song 
‘Aao saare deep jalaaye’ was melodiously sung. Students 
were also made aware of the mythical and historical 
reasons behind celebrating Diwali.

Ms. Manasa from the English department shared her 
experiences about Diwali which was wonderful to listen 
to. She also told the students about the safety measures 
to be followed while bursting crackers. The programme 
concluded with the bursting of crackers which delighted 
the student. It was a treat to watch this wonderfully 
organized programme. 

- M. Sreethi, Class IXA skit on ‘ Narakasura’A skit on ‘ Narakasura’
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Makar Sankranti is a harvest festival celebrated in India especially 
Andhra Pradesh. The day is believed to mark the arrival of spring. 
Kite fl ying is the main attraction of this festival. Sankranti was 
celebrated in the school on 8th January ’14. 

A special assembly and various competitions were held to mark 
the occasion. A kite fl ying session was organised in the ground for 
students of classes VIII to XII, during which students displayed their 
zealous and competitive spirit. A rangoli making competition was 
organised for teachers and students. 

The special assembly began with Sudhamshu of Class X 
elaborating on the signifi cance of Sankranti and how it is celebrated. 
This was followed by a melodious group song by the students of 
‘Guruswara’. A song, dance and skit sequence was put forth by 
students of classes IV and V which enthralled the audience. The 
kindergarten students looked adorable in their half-sarees dancing 
to the tunes of ‘Sankranti Vachchindi’. Students of classes V and VI 
presented a dance signifying how one can enjoy the festival of kites. 
It was a wonderfully organized display of creative and artistic skills.

Sankeerthana, Class IX

SANKRANTI
The Harvest Festival

Colourful rangoliColourful rangoli

Students enjoying kite flyingStudents enjoying kite flying

The year 2013 turned its last 
page to welcome another 

year with grand celebrations 
coupled with Christmas wishes. 
This was amazingly done by 
students in a special assembly. 
The assembly highlighted the 
importance of celebrating 
Christmas with fun and frolic 
involved in the festivities. 
Melodious carols and a peppy 
dance number mesmerized the 
audience. The highlight was 
the stunning entry of our very 
dear Santa Claus with his bag of 
goodies. Santa Claus mingled 
with the audience and amused 
everyone with his hearty laugh. 
This was the best way to end 
the year and welcome another 
one with outstretched arms.

Mahima, Class IX

CHRISTMAS Celebration

Group DanceGroup Dance
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The 4th Alumni Meet was held on 29th December ’13 in the school 
premises. It was indeed a moment of happiness when the 

alumni met at their alma-mater. More than 300 alumni participated 
in this meeting. It was a wonderful occasion to meet and share the 
experiences with the alumni who had passed out from the school 
in the past 27 years. A cultural programme by the alumni was 
organised which was followed by a sumptuous lunch. 

The day began by seeking the blessings from Lord Ganesha 
with a song presented by one of the alumni Raaga Kunche. The 
dazzling display of dances left the audience spellbound. Siddharth 
Nagarajan, one of the alumni who holds the distinction of 
being Asia’s fastest drummer mesmerized the audience with his 
performance and left everyone craving for more. 

Mr. Seshu, the President of the Alumni Association in his speech 
thanked the school management for giving such an opportunity 
and said that they all would defi nitely cherish those memories for 
years to come. The school managing committee members were 
present for the Alumni meet. Sri Kanthi Rana, the present Deputy 
Commissioner of Police, Madhapur, an alumni of Jubilee Hills Public 
School shared his memories about school days with friends and 
teachers. He thanked the school for the opportunity to share his 
fond memories of yesteryears. The alumni treasured memories by 
taking pictures with the management, teachers and their friends. 

It was a walk down memory lane for the former students who 
attended the meet. 

D. Lasya, Class IX

ALUMNI MEETALUMNI MEET
A Day to Reminiscence A Day to Reminiscence 
(Bonding with the past)(Bonding with the past)

Alumni with the school managementAlumni with the school management

Group photoGroup photo

Asia’s fastest drummerAsia’s fastest drummer

Performing on stagePerforming on stage
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TYAGARAJA 
ARADHANOTSAVAM
A Celebration Of Rich Heritage 

Of Indian Classical Music

The 167th ‘Tyagaraja Aradhanotsavam’ was celebrated on 31st 
January 2014 as a part of the special assembly. The Aradhana 

commenced with the lighting of the lamp by the Chairman Sri. A. 
Murali Mukund, Principal Ms. M. Varalakshmi and the Vice Principal Ms. 
Padmini Krishna Kumari. It was followed by the chanting of Tyagaraja 
Kirtanas rendered by the students and teachers.  The school premises 
reverberated with the beautiful rendition of the soulful kirtanas.

Radhika Shenoy, Class X

Group SongGroup Song

Republic Day is celebrated with great fanfare in all parts 
of the country. JHPS was not to be out done in this, 

thus it was celebrated with enthusiasm and patriotism in 
our school. The celebrations commenced with the student 
council members and the NCC cadets extending the guard of 
honour to the Chief Guest Sri. Kode Satyanarayana, President, 
Jubilee Hills Education Society. The distinguished members 
of the managing committee, the Academic Director, the 

Principal, the Vice Principal, the Academic Coordinator and 
the Headmistresses also graced the occasion. 

The unparalleled patriotic fervor displayed in the rhythms of 
the National Anthem that followed the Flag Hoisting ceremony 
struck a chord with everybody present there. The march past 
was led by the Student Council and following them smartly 
were the NCC Cadets and the squads of the four houses viz. 
Godavari, Krishna, Ganga and Cauvery. The matchless display of 
enthusiasm and vigour amongst the future leaders of the Nation 
was a sight to behold. The Chief Guest in his address lauded 
the country’s achievements and its strategy of overcoming the 
hurdles on its way to success and glory in the past 65 years. 
The students presented a colourful cultural programme based 
on the different folk dances of the Seven Sister States of North 
Eastern India also called “Paradise Unexplored”.

The cultural programmes concluded on a high note.  
Subsequently, various sports events were held and the winners 
were awarded. The Overall Best House award was bagged by 
Godavari House. The celebrations ended with a vote of thanks 
proposed by the Senior School Head Girl, P. Shreya.

Divya P , Class IX

A TRIBUTE TO OUR NATIONA TRIBUTE TO OUR NATION

A Salute to our MotherlandA Salute to our Motherland
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“Goodbyes are not forever. Goodbyes are not the end, they 
simply mean, I’ll miss you until we meet again.” The IX and 
XI graders of our school organized an amazing farewell 
party to bid adieu to their beloved seniors on 15th Feb, ’14 
in the school premises.  The farewell party commenced with 
a melodious song which was followed by rib tickling skits 
and amazing dances.  The songs sung by the school band 
were melodious and the audience swayed to the tunes of the 
popular numbers. Some of the X and XII graders shared their 
memorable experiences and stated that JHPS has played a 
huge role in moulding their personality. Their reminiscences 
of the times spent with their closest friends, the mischief they 
had indulged in, the warmth and affection they had received 
from the teachers and the games they had played made the 
atmosphere evocative, emotional and nostalgic. 

The Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi, wished the students 
luck and emphasized on the importance of hard work 
and determination to face the challenges of the modern 
world. The Academic Director, Ms G.Sree Devi,in her speech 
underlined the fact that they were now stepping out of 
the protective environment of the school into a world that 
demanded relentless efforts and the values  instilled in 
them by the institution would stand them in good stead. 
The Chairman of the school, Sri A. Murali Mukund and the 
distinguished members of the Managing Committee also 
graced this occasion with their honourable presence. This 
was followed by the traditional confering of the Mr and Miss 
JHPS title on the basis of a ramp walk and a questionnaire. K. 
Kamalika Chowdary of Class X and Harshita Netala of Class 
XII were crowned as Miss. JHPS and Allen Thomas of Class X 
and Keshav Agarwal of Class XII were declared Mr. JHPS.

Meghna Addi, Class IX

TRAVERSING TRAVERSING 
A MILESTONEA MILESTONE

All – decked up for the partyAll – decked up for the party

The  Fun and FrolicThe  Fun and Frolic

Mr. & Ms. JHPSMr. & Ms. JHPS

Class XII bidding adieuClass XII bidding adieu
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In this fast paced world, fi nding a satisfying career requires 
a well planned strategy. However, choosing an appropriate 

career has always been a diffi cult task for the youth. Keeping 
this in mind, Jubilee Hills Public School in association with 
‘Eenaadu’ organized a Career Guidance Fair for the students 
with an objective to give the required career guidance to 
prepare for life. Eminent people, who have carved a niche 
for themselves in their professional spheres, counseled 
the outgoing batch on how to make a right career choice. 
Sri.T.Harischandra Prasad, Joint Secretary, Jubilee Hills 
Education Society, in his keynote address expressed that 
students can excel only when they choose a career of their 
own interest.  He advised parents to take professional help 
to know the skill set of the child before choosing a career 
path. “Every year there are fi fteen lakh students passing out 
of engineering colleges, out of which only 25% of them 
are employable” said Sri. Umapathi, IPS, former Director, 
AP Police Academy speaking on the occasion. Sri.A.Murali 
Mukund, Chairman, JHPS said that when one’s aptitudes 
and abilities get aligned, one is sure to attain success. Ms. G. 
Sree Devi, Academic Director of Jubilee Hills Public School 
also expressed her views on career choices. She said, “Think 
what is your destination, what is your purpose of life, what 
kind of life do you want to lead and based on these factors 
choose your career. It is a beautiful thing when career 
and passion come together”. Ms. Aarthi Tatineni, Student 
Counselor of Jubilee Hills Public School, spoke about 
choosing a career with confi dence. She stated, “Students 
of this generation give in to peer pressure and are guided 
by their friend’s choices”. She advised students to choose 
their professions keeping in mind their capabilities and 
interests. Nishtha Yogesh, a young professional who holds 
the distinction of being one of the youngest Chartered 
Accountants of India said “Choose your career based on 
your personality, interests, skills and life goals”. Reputed 
training institutes like Hamstech, IIT Integrated Coaching 
{JHPS}, Roots, Manhattan and JMR Physics had also setup 
their stalls. This Career Guidance Fair will go a long way in 
helping the students make a precise career choice.

Lasya Dacharla,  Kavya Bangari  &  Swetha KVP, Class  IX

CAREER
GUIDANCE  FAIR                                                                                                    

Parents registering at the Career fairParents registering at the Career fair

Sri. Umapathi addressing Sri. Umapathi addressing 
the gatheringthe gathering

Sri. T. Harischandra Prasad, Sri. T. Harischandra Prasad, 
Joint Secretary addressing the Joint Secretary addressing the 

gatheringgathering

Ms. T. AartiMs. T. Aarti

Chairman Sri. A.Murali Mukund Chairman Sri. A.Murali Mukund 
addressing the gatheringaddressing the gathering Ms. Nishtha YogeshMs. Nishtha Yogesh

Ms. G. Sree DeviMs. G. Sree Devi The spell bound audienceThe spell bound audience
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POGIL stands for Process Oriented Guided Inquiry which is 
an activity based strategy for teaching and learning. POGIL 
provides a Student Centred Methodology and structure 
that is consistent with the way people learn and achieve. 
POGIL workshops were conducted in the school in a phased 
manner by Dr. Kelly Butler, Dr. Daniel Libby and Dr. Cliffton 
Kussmaul, American Professors teaching Chemistry and 
Computer Science in American Universities and using POGIL 
in their teaching. They are experts in this Pedagogy and 
were invited by Ms. Sandhya Kode,  Managing Committee 
Member, Jubilee Hills Public School as resource persons to 
help, teach, guide and implement POGIL in the school.

The main objective of POGIL is to help the students 
to master the discipline, content and develop essential 
learning skills simultaneously. This module explains 
the relationship between three primary components of 
POGIL:  Cooperative Learning, Guided Inquiry, and Meta-
cognition. It also offers advice on implementing POGIL 
in the classroom and provides evidence that POGIL 
instruction produces better understanding and higher 
grades compared to the conventional method of teaching.

The fi rst phase was held on 24th July, 2013. It was a two 
hour introductory workshop and the teachers were told the 
advantages of using  POGIL in the classroom. The second 
phase was conducted on 3rd August. It was a four hour session 
wherein the resource persons viz. Dr. Kelly Butler, Dr. Dan Libby 
and  Dr. Cliffton,  assisted by Ms. Sandhya Kode and Dr. Jyotsna 
Cherukuri  from   Vignan Jyothi  Engineering College,(VNRVJIET) 
guided  the teachers on the following components:

• How to motivate students to learn.
• How to use the Learning Cycle. 
• Methodology to engage all the students in the class.
• The different roles that individuals play in the class 

during activities.

Furthermore, eight teachers went for a 3-day training 
programme at VNR Vignan Jyothi Engineering College. 
There they received personalised training to implementing 
POGIL methodology in classroom teaching. The teachers 
were excited after understanding the process of POGIL 
and keen to implement it by means of teaching, learning 
and developing activities in the class room.

AN AVANT GARDE
APPROACH TO 

CLASSROOM TEACHING

The Jubilee Hills Skill Development Centre (JHSDC) conducts workshops 
to enhance the skills of teachers and students. The following 

workshops were conducted during the academic year 2013-14

TEACHERS’
WORKSHOPS

JHSDC
Section
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CBSE organised a training programme for 
teachers on 21st September ’13. Ms. Deepa 
Mathur and Ms. Uma Ramana Murthy 
participated in the training session. The guests 
of honour were Dr. Vineet Joshi and Dr. Sadhana 
Parashar, CBSE. The resource persons were Ms. 
P Rajeswary, Education Offi cer, CBSE and Ms. 
Vasanthy Parasuraman, Principal, Maharishi 
Vidya Mandir. 

The Principal, CHIREC Public School, 
Kondapur welcomed the guests and participants. 
The morning session of the workshop started 
with the lighting of the lamp and Swagatam 
song by students of a Government school. At 
the outset, Ms. P Rajeswary briefed the teachers 
on the need for CCE in the present day scenario. 
Ms. Vasanthy Parasuram suggested a few tasks 
like Role Play, Seminar and Interdisciplinary 
projects that can be followed by the schools 
for Formative tasks. She also suggested fi xing 
charts with names of tasks, evaluation pattern 
and rubrics on the class bulletin board. She 
insisted on schools to organise knowledge 
session for parents and make them aware of the 
tasks. All the teachers pointed out that too many 
parameter-entries are becoming cumbersome. 
Ms. Rajeswary intervened to inform that a new 
set of rubrics have been framed by CBSE and 
would be released soon. She also informed that 
the revised FA manuals and open-book based 
manual will be made available by the end of 
September 2013.

The major part of the afternoon session was 
focussed on ASL. Certifi cates for ASL would be 
awarded to students after 3 years of completion 
of ASL i.e at the end of class XI. The certifi cate 
will have an international value as it fulfi ls CEFR 
benchmark (Common European Framework of 
Reference). Ms. Rajeswary advised the teachers 
to be sensitive towards gender and not to have 
any bias for a healthy class room environment. 
Ms. Vasanthy concluded the session with stress 
on integrating value education with regular 
class room teaching.

CCE & FA 
TRAINING 

PROGRAMME
A workshop on ASL and OTBA was conducted by Oxford Publications 
on 16th December ‘13. Ms. Vandana and Ms. Farheen attended the 
workshop.

The workshop commenced with a brief introduction of Ms. Gayathri 
Khanna (she is the Academic Coordinator and consultant, CBSE). 
Ms. Khanna described the changes in the CBSE system of evaluation

ASL (ASSESMENT OF SPEAKING AND LISTENING SKILLS)

The format for ASL was discussed. It has to follow the following 
format:

• The topics have to be preplanned. The students take the test in 
pairs. 

• In the Ice breaking which lasts for 30 seconds a few general 
questions like “Where do you stay?”, “Do you have many 
friends?” etc. are asked.

• This is followed by the topic presentation. Each child is allowed 
to ask the other a question. Then the teacher asks few more 
questions. 

• This is followed by the problem solving task. The students read 
and discuss it together and arrive at a solution.

OTBA– Open Text Based Assessment

The Central Board of Secondary Education has decided to introduce 
an element of Open Text- based Assessment for classes IX and XI 
for the examination to be held in March, 2014. These are meant to 
incorporate analytical and theoretical skills, thus moving away from 
the conventional method of memorization.

• It will be applicable to all the main subjects. 
• This will be a part of Summative Assessment II to be held in 

March, 2014. 
• The Schools will be supplied with textual material few months 

before the commencement of Summative Assessment II. 

Depending on the text material/case study supplied to students, the 
answers will be assessed based on a set of assessment rubrics that 
is as follows:

(i) Understand and apply the concepts to the situational problems.
(ii) Suggest and bring out appropriate solutions to the problem/

situation.
(iii) Come up with innovative opinion/suggestions.
(iv) Deep analysis based on a wide range of perspectives

A Diagnostic assessment was suggested, which means changing the 
methods of teaching which should be followed by a feed back and a 
feed forward. If 20% of the students go wrong in one concept they 
should be given worksheets, if it is between 20-50% then they need 
remedial teaching. If more than 50% go wrong, the concept has to 
be taught again. 

The workshop concluded with a Question and Answer session which 
was informative.

 ASL and OTBA 
Workshop
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Jubilee Hills Educational Society in 
association with Centre for Innovations 
in Public Systems (CIPS) organized a 
two day workshop on “BOSS LINUX” by 
Centre for Development of Advanced 
Computing (CDAC) for the teachers 
of Jubilee Hills Public School and A.P 
Government offi cials on 21st and 22nd 
February, 2014 in the Jubilee Hills Public 
School premises.

The programme started with a 
prayer. The Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi, 

Jubilee Hills Public School welcomed the 
gathering. The founder Director of CIPS 
Sri D. Chakrapani in his introductory 
speech said that learning is a never 
ending process and that CIPS has 
taken the initiative to develop a Global 
Knowledge Hub to exchange the best 
practices across the globe. He motivated 
the teachers to be continuous learners as 
they are the ones who impart education 
to the future generations. He also 
thanked Jubilee Hills Education Society 
for hosting this programme.

Ms. K. Indraveni, from CDAC gave 
a briefi ng about Bharateeya Operating 
System Solutions (BOSS LINUX). This 
software is a Free and Open Source 
Software(FOSS) where the end-user 
is free to run, modify, execute and 
distribute the software. The other 
executives from CDAC gave a hands-
on experience to the teachers over 

the next two days. On the fi rst day, 
they demonstrated the process of 
installation, use of various desktop icons, 
applications available in the operating 
system, etc. On the second day, CDAC 
professionals presented a comparative 
analysis between Microsoft Windows 
and BOSS LINUX. The following were 
the major points.

The professionals also demonstrated 
the use of LIBRE Offi ce and EDUBOSS 
which were quite useful for teachers. 
In the afternoon session teachers had 
the practical session and the executives 
cleared their doubts. The teachers 
felt that it was an enriching learning 
experience.

A workshop on Gender Sensitization 
was conducted for the teachers by 
the school counselor Ms. T. Aarthi. 
The main aim of the workshop was 
to enable teachers to break free 
from the gender stereotypes bias 
and help contribute to making a 
liberated society. The workshop 
also underlined the importance 
of gender equality as a means to 
achieve and sustain democratic 
governance. The need to develop 
a society, free of violence through 
gender sensitization was highlighted 
throughout the workshop.

It was also mentioned that it is 
absolutely necessary for parents to 
challenge gender stereotypes, but 
unless the rest of the world joins in, 
children are going to face gender 
stereotyping which is likely to affect 
both men and women and in turn 
hinder growth and progress. The 

workshop successfully managed 
to trigger key gender issues that 
had been imperceptible to many 
participants. Teachers were asked 
to identify gender sensitive lessons 

being taught in any subject. The 
workshop was thought provoking 
and left the teachers probing on this 
less dealt with issues. 

This video was selected by CBSE to 
be published in their CENBOSEC ‘You 
tube’ website.

www.youtube.com/cbse channel

CIPS connects with 
JHPS for BOSS LINUX

Gender Sensitization
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The Jubilee Hills Skill 
Development Centre 
conducted a workshop 
on ‘Identifying Learning 
Disorders’ for parents 
and teachers on 9th 
Nov ‘13. The resource 
person was Ms. Afshan 
Jabeen a Professional 
Counselor, Academic 
Consultant, Trainer and 

Dyslexia Specialist. She heads Ripples-Center for Enhanced Learning, 
a place where she brings new dimensions to learning.

The main objectives of the workshop were -

• The defi nition of  Learning Disability

• Information on how a student with learning disabilities presents 
himself in the classroom

• Information on how learning disabilities affect a student’s 
performance in the classroom

• Strategies and techniques to support students with learning 
disabilities in the classroom

Ms. Jabeen gave an insight into Learning disabilities and said that 
they are sometimes called “invisible disabilities” because kids with 
learning disabilities don’t usually look, talk or behave differently. On 
very close examination, one will see that they might not have the 
same vocabulary as their peers, or that they have diffi culty making 
and keeping friends, or that they act inappropriately at times. No 
two people with a learning disability are the same.

There is a reluctance in society to accept learning disabilities 
as legitimate. One may encounter attitudes that refl ect a lack of 
understanding of learning disabilities, and as a result, a lack of support 
to work with children having learning disabilities. She said that unless 
the school and parents come together and help the students, change 
will not occur. The workshop ended with an informative question and 
answer session in which parents and teachers voiced their concerns 
about identifying and working on learning disabilities in a child.

Identifying Learning 
Disorders

Parents at the workshopParents at the workshop

Ms. Afshan JabeenMs. Afshan Jabeen

The Jubilee Hills Skill Development Centre conducted 
a workshop on ‘Aligning Yourself to the School 
Vision – A Teacher’s Day Out’ for the teachers on 
3rd June ‘13. The resource persons were Mr. Cherian 
Thomas, Mr. Meghdoot and Ms. Miny Rachel who 
conduct leadership workshops, professional skills 
workshops and sales trainings across the globe.

The main objectives of the workshop were to 

• Discuss the key role we play as teachers. 
• Discuss the key values and vision of JHPS and 

their impact on the teacher and the student. 
• Discuss the importance of giving and receiving 

feedback and its impact on the students, 
parents and teachers.

The welcome address was given by the Academic 
Director  Ms. G. Sree Devi. The workshop began 
with a fun fi lled warm-up games wherein teachers 
were divided into 14 groups and asked to follow 
the instructions given and act accordingly. The main 
objective of this activity was to have fun; learn the 
principles of being open minded, sharing information 
and working in a team all at the same time.

The next activity, “The Flip Chart Activity” was 
conducted with the objective of discussing and 
listing out the qualities of a good-teacher, a could-
be-better-teacher and self analyze. The Chairman, 
Sri A. Murali Mukund’s advise to work as a team and 
live up to the school’s values and vision was elicited 
through a puzzle-forming activity in which teachers 
were asked to assemble puzzles that put forth the 
importance of interdependence. The importance 
of giving and receiving feedback was discussed at 
length. This module elaborated that feedback should 
be given based on behavior and not on inferences.

The session ended with an inspirational video 
eliciting on focusing the small things that will 
bring about the major changes aimed at. Ms. 
Suneeta Roopchand, the Academic Coordinator 
proposed the vote of thanks.

Aligning Yourself 
to the School Vision

A Teacher’s
Day Out
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A seminar on “New and Emerging Careers” was held on 29th 
October, 2013 in the mini auditorium of the school for the 
students of classes XI and XII. The objective of the seminar was 
to increase student awareness about the plethora of career 
options that are available in today’s world in addition to the 
more traditional options. Ms. T.  Aarti, the student counsellor 
welcomed the participants and emphasized the need for Career 
Counselling programmes to increase awareness and exposure 
about new and emerging careers which are proving to be viable 
in today’s fast changing society. She also spoke about today’s 
generation having matchless potential and talent which needs 
to be harnessed in the right direction to achieve breathtaking 
results. The participants were briefed about how career talks 
help in shaping students careers and that choosing a career 
with passion will certainly guarantee success.

Ms. Maya Aripirala, Career counsellor and Head of 
Business Development at the PAGE Academy with a teaching 
experience of over 15 years at Wesley College, conducted 
the seminar. She spoke to the students detailing some of 
the less treaded career choices and future prospects. She 
said that one should choose a career according to interest 
and capability and then pursue the same with conviction to 
achieve success. She emphasized on students evaluating their 
inherent strengths by attending counseling sessions to help 
them opt for careers that suit them best. She also spoke about 
relying on Psychometric Tests to substantially understand 
one’s own interest and skill while choosing a career. 

Emerging careers such as Product design, Criminology, 
Gaming, Marine biology, Oceanography, Cryptology, Health 
and nutrition, Image consulting, Social media marketing, Ethical 
Hacking, Web designing, Search engine optimization, Search 
engine marketing, Airline/Airport management, Chocolate 
making, Photography, Cosmetology, Photo journalism were 
some of the out of the box careers that she discussed with the 
students. The second half of the seminar focused on conducting 
an aptitude test for the students of Class XII. Results were to 
be made available the following week and students would be 
given the opportunity to discuss their individual results in a 
one on one session with Ms. Maya and Ms. Aarti.

Students were given time to discuss concerns and address 
queries pertaining to some of the career choices that were 
not discussed during the session. Students were found to be 
interested in learning about deadlines for admissions and 
specifi c colleges that offered courses of their choice. The 

workshop received appreciation from the participating students 
who mentioned that they felt relieved that assistance was being 
offered in the school during the most crucial time of their lives 
when they are on the verge of taking important decisions.

Faheem Siddiqui, Class XI

NEW AND EMERGING 
CAREERS:  SEMINAR REPORT

Students at the workshopStudents at the workshop

“In the Internet everything is connected on a global 
network”. These lines signify two diametrically opposite 
perspectives on the Internet. Being only a click away from 
all your friends and acquaintances throughout the globe 
seems like a huge advantage of the internet. However, 
the idea that all your personal information, is available to 
everyone through the  internet can be extremely disturbing.

For this very reason, we the students of Jubilee Hills 
Public School were given an opportunity to attend a 
workshop by IT-professionals Ms. Aarathi and Mr. Shashank 
Bajpai from C-DAC. The workshop was based on spreading 
awareness about constantly increasing rates of cyber-
crime in the world. Special emphasis was given to social 
engineering, phishing and tab napping amongst other 
illegal ways of obtaining personal information from the 
Internet. The workshop also enlightened us about different 
Layer-wise attacks and other more malicious softwares. 
Various types of Identity thefts were explained to us 
through real-life examples on skimming of credit cards and 
other personal bank information of certain netizens. 

“Prevention is better than Cure”, and as teenagers 
and constant net users, we were advised to refrain from 
providing personal information to any unknown, insecure 
and ambiguous website, or basically any website for that 
matter. Since, internet is an ever-expanding medium; to stay 
safe in this virtual environment a strong password was highly 
recommended by the professionals. All-in-all, the workshop 
was very informative about the mysterious and insecure global 
network of computers called, The INTERNET and it is very 
important to remember that “One should, from the internet 
take the most, but provide the least amount of information.” 

-Shrey Som, Class X

Ms. Om Aarathi explaining types of attacksMs. Om Aarathi explaining types of at tacks

A WORKSHOP ON SPREADING 
AWARENESS ON INTERNET SECURITY

STUDENTS’
WORKSHOPS
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On 30th September ’13, Dr. Ranjit, Dr. Praveen, Dr. Imran and Dr. 
Vedalata from Apollo Hospital, Jubilee Hills conducted a workshop 
in the school premises to spread awareness about fi rst aid and 
its importance. They taught the students of classes IX and X the 
steps to be followed while rescuing a person during a medical 
emergency and demonstrated these with the help of models.

After the explanation about Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation 
(CPR), the students had an interactive session in which they 
were divided into four groups. Each group had one doctor to 
guide them and teach CPR practically. Few volunteers were 
asked to try doing CPR on the model and were free to take 
the doctors’ guidance. The practical experience is useful to 
the students in their life. The session was very informative and 
inculcated the confi dence in the students to help people who 
are in danger in the right way and at the right time.

Bhavya Singh and Sai Sri, Class IX

FIRST AID WORKSHOP
Let’s Give a Helping Hand

The term ‘Igniting Minds’ was coined by Bharat Ratna, 
Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam. Scientists believe it is an exercise 
which helps children improve their knowledge. The Igniting 
Minds programme was held on 22nd October in the school 
to promote Science education among the students. The 
students of classes VI to VIII had an opportunity to talk with 
three scientists via Skype using a program called A-View. 

Mr. G. Madhavan Nair, the CEO of ISRO (Indian Space 
Research Organization) said that ISRO would be launching 
an orbiter to Mars in 2018 to take photographs and create 
maps of the surface of Mars. He also said that he would 
be happy if the curriculum today, which he called exam-
oriented, would be made more child-development-oriented. 
Mr. Anil Kakodkar, CEO of National Atomic Commission of 
India said that the imaginative thinking of children should 
be inculcated in childhood itself so that it can be taken 
forward by them as adults which would benefi t science.

 Dr. Vijay Bhatkar who is best known as the leading 
architect of India’s national initiative in super computing 
spoke towards the end. He said that we should not be 
afraid of science because science is a natural process. 
The students had a fun fi lled and informative question-
answer session with Dr. Lalitha, scientist. All the scientists 
gave a valuable message to always try and overcome 
the obstacles in the way of realizing one’s dreams and to 
pursue goals which would benefi t humanity. 

G. Karthik and P. Amrit, Class VI

IGNITING MINDS
Our Budding Scientists

The students of Class X attended a Career Guidance 
Programme held in the school premises on 7th November ’13. 
The motto of the programme was to create awareness of the 
various fi elds of engineering and their importance in daily 
life. Mr. Prithvi Reddy from the TIME group of institutions 
was the speaker. He holds a double degree in Mechanical 
Engineering from BITS, Pilani and is also an IIM graduate.

The programme was conducted to enable students to 
steer themselves towards the fi eld of engineering they seem 
to be most interested in. The focus was on giving detailed 
information about various areas of engineering and how to 

CAREER GUIDANCE 
- A WORKSHOP
Our Career…Our Choice

Students at the workshopStudents at the workshop

earn an engineering degree. The volunteers from TIME helped 
answer the queries of students. The main discussion was 
about engineering as a career and the ever increasing need 
for engineers. The importance of a reputed institution and 
a competitive peer group was also discussed. Students were 
also guided on how to achieve their goals of building careers 
in fi elds other than engineering. Information about various 
competitive exams was also given. 

It was a truly enlightening workshop and will help the students 
decide their future course at this stage in life. The students 
thanked the school for providing them with such an opportunity.

S. Laya, Class X

Mr. Prithvi Reddy addressing the studentsMr. Prithvi Reddy addressing the students

Interacting with the studentsInteracting with the students
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The Health and Wellness Club organized a “Gender 
Sensitization” workshop for the students of Class X on 11th 
and 12th of November, 2013. The workshop was conducted 
by “Asmita Resource Centre for Women”, an NGO that has 
actively been involved in campaigning for a gender free 
society for the past 17 years. The school counselor Ms. T. 
Aarti, in her speech emphasized on the need for gender 
sensitivity among youth for a better and safer society and that 
sensitization towards gender should start from an early age.

The workshop aimed at raising awareness on gender 
issues and free boys and girls of prejudices in order to be 
better human beings in future.

The half-a-day workshop was led by Ms. Srinidhi, a gender 
specialist who had prepared the training material in a way 
that engaged the audience with the specifi cs of gender issues. 
The workshop started by addressing the basic defi nition 
of gender and how the term often gets intermingled and 
confused with sex. Once a basic understanding of gender 

was established among the audience, the speaker adopted 
an active participatory approach involving participants in 
dynamic exercises and brainstorming sessions. The videos 
shown during the session beautifully illustrated how boys and 
girls are unknowingly conditioned from a very young age that 
makes them pick up and internalize gender roles. The Social 
Concept of Gender was discussed in detail with plenty of 
examples, which relate to both males and females and not just 
women. Participants learned through various examples how 
the social concept of gender furthers the erroneous positioning 
of women, as opposed to men, into specifi c realms that are 
claimed to be suitable for their respective natures. This in turn 
assigns automatic roles and imposes certain expectations on 
both sexes based on inadequate social beliefs.

Participants were led through various debates that revealed 
how the passive distinction between men and women based 
on gendered notions has often times resulted in increased 
levels of poverty, poor economic performance, high incidents 
of HIV/AIDS, and ineffi cient systems of management and 
governance. The workshop also underlined the importance of 
gender equality as a means to achieve and sustain democratic 
governance. The need to develop a society, free of violence 
through gender sensitization was highlighted throughout the 
workshop. The speaker also mentioned that it is absolutely 
necessary for parents to challenge gender stereotypes, but 
unless the rest of the world joins in, children are going to be 
faced with gender stereotyping which is likely to affect both 
men and women and in turn hinder growth and progress. The 
workshop successfully managed to trigger key gender issues 
that had been imperceptible to many participants. Educational 
and training material was offered to participants towards the 
end of the event to enable them to use it for future reference.

M. Mahima Reddy, Class IX

GENDER SENSITIZATION 
– A Workshop

Ms. Srinidhi addressing the studentsMs. Srinidhi addressing the students

“You educate a woman, you educate a generation”

We often get to read or hear about incidents and accidents 
that happen to women all the time, all over the country. It 
is diffi cult to comprehend how the customs of the ancient 
world still fi nd a place in this fast paced world of modern 
culture and thought process. To brief us on these issues, a 
workshop was conducted by ‘Asmita’, an NGO which works 
for women empowerment. The workshop was divided into 
three sessions. The fi rst session began with a short fi lm 
which focused on social evils in the society. The main issue 
which was addressed was that of child marriage.

The second session was a discussion on how we 
perceived the fi lm which included an interactive session 
wherein we put forth our views about the issue. In the 
third session we were briefed on all the safety measures 
to be taken to avoid falling prey to of such incidents. We 
were also informed about the work system of ‘Asmita’. It 
was a very informative session.

Archana Kasturi, Class XI

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
A workshop by Asmita

Interacting at the workshopInteracting at the workshop
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Nature
Nature is very colorful. There are 
trees, birds, animals, mountains, 
waterfall etc. We must respect 
nature for what it gives us. It’s our 
duty to save nature. We should 
not cut trees, throw waste into 
water and in the surroundings. 
Without nature, human beings 
and animals cannot live.

Raksha Raj, Class IV

Here we have our students expressing their views on 
various aspects of life.

Discipline
Discipline is the bridge between 
goals and accomplishments.  It 
holds a great value in a person’s 
life. It plays a key role in achieving 
goals. Without it, it is very diffi cult 
to lead a happy life in the society. 
If we are disciplined from our 
childhood, we will turn into a 
responsible adult.  It helps us 
to lead our lives in a righteous 
manner.

Sai Rohan, Class VII

SPEAK
Out

For most of my career options, 
gender has become the main 
obstacle. Be it my desire to become 
a doctor or an air hostess. They 
said an airhostess would have to 
travel a lot and that I would not 
be able to give time to family. The 
situation is no different in case I 
decide to become a doctor. I’ve 
not broken any chains as of now 
because I believe that chains are 
necessary for certain things. For 
now my ambition is to become an 
interior designer.

Laya Sunkara, Class X

I want to become a director because 
I am very passionate about writing 
stories. But my parents don’t agree. 
My dad wants me to study in a 
reputed college and get recognition 
in the society. Presently I’m trying 
to convince my parents that I can 
handle myself in the cine industry 
and break free from these chains.

Sai Shravan, Class X

I have always been very active 
in the fi eld of sports. During my 
childhood, I did not face any 
problems, as I always got the 
opportunity to participate in the 
events. As I came to the senior 
classes, the dates of the events 
clashed with my exam dates. I was 
ready to manage both of them but 
the same was not acceptable to my 
parents and I believe that in this 
case they are my chains.

Mudit Agarwal  Class, X

The main barriers for me have 
been the society around me and 
the thinking of my parents. I really 
feel the need of a key that will help 
me to free myself off the chains. 
When one shows the courage to 
break these chains, society draws 
him back and condemns him. 
People are often forced to change 
their career options because of 
their parents and the society.

Abhinav Gupta , Class X

Chains around - you clank
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On the 20th of October, 2013 the 
students from Journalism Club of 

Jubilee Hills Public School, were taken on 
an informative tour to the Economic Times, 
press at Nacharam. The visit was aimed at 
providing future journalists an opportunity 
to experience the working of a news-
paper press. All the engineers and staff 
were very helpful and patient in answering 
all the questions posed by our students. 
The senior engineer, Mr. Radha Krishna 
explained in detail the various processes 
involved in the printing of a newspaper. 
The various stages like the production, the 
printing and the transport of the paper 
rolls used for printing made the students 
aware of the magnitude of work involved in 
the printing of a newspaper. Lastly the fi nal 
product “The Times of India” newspaper 
would be dispatched to various parts of 
the city to reach eagerly awaiting readers, 
each morning. Students were made aware 
of “How a newspaper is printed everyday. 
The visit proved to be a very informative 
one for the students as well as teachers 
who had accompanied them.

Shrey Som, Class X

Press Visit

We, the students of class IX, X and XI were invited 
to the Tharanga internet Radio station, Banjara 

Hills on 28th December, 2013 to record a show.

Tharanga is an All India Internet Radio Station and 
is also an App available on Google Play and App store. 
We hosted a two hour show entirely by ourselves in 
Hindi and English. We sang many evergreen and 
latest songs. We also had panel discussions on the 
topics- Political situation in Delhi, Changing face 
of Indian literature and Women Empowerment. We 
reviewed fi lms, music, restaurants and books. We 
were briefed on how recording takes place and how 
the All India Internet Radio functions.

It was a fun fi lled learning experience. Impressed 
by the school’s performance, the radio station offered 
to assist the school in conducting radio shows in the 
Audio Visual Studio of our school.

Shaina, Class X

THARANGA
The Radio Show

Students at radio showStudents at radio show

At the TOI Press At the TOI Press 

OTHER
Happenings
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School trips are always a memorable sojourn for any 
student. Our school trip was organized to Pune- 

Lonawala- Mahabaleshwar- Panchgani. On 8th October 
we left Hyderabad by Mumbai express. We had lot of 
fun in the train. The next day we reached Pune and left 
for Lonawala in a comfortable air conditioned bus. We 

had a lot of fun shopping at Lonawala. After that we 
left for Mahabaleshwar where we visited the fascinating 
5000 year old Lord Shiva and Durga temples. The next 
day, in Mahabaleshwar which is famous for its honey and 
strawberries, we bought strawberry jam from the jam 
factory. 

After that we went to Panchgani where we went to 
the Panch Ganga temple where the sacred water from 
the fi ve rivers namely Kanya, Krishna, Bhagirathi, Savitri, 
Gayatri comes out from the mouth of the statue of a cow, 
which is believed to be very sacred. After that we visited 
various interesting places like Kates Point, Elephant Rock, 
Needle hole point, Eco point. We could see nature at its 
best at Needle point which is an amazing formation of 
the hills in the shape of an elephant’s trunk. We then left 
for Pune and went to Katraj Zoo Park where we saw a 
variety of animals, birds and snakes. Soon after, we left 
for Hyderabad by the Mumbai-Hyderabad Express. We are 
thankful to the management for giving us this opportunity 
and organizing a wonderful trip for us.

Agassthi. B, IX B

The wonderful experience of our long awaited tour started 
when our group got into the train at Secunderabad 

station on 6th October’13 for a trip to Bangalore, Mysore 
and Coorg. After the long journey in the train, we got down 
at Yeshwantpur railway station. We then boarded a bus and 
checked into a hotel in Bangalore. Later, we visited Hindustan 
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) Museum. There were many models 
of different airplanes, rockets, space shuttles and helicopters. 
After that we visited the Vishweshwaraya Science Museum 
and explored it. We enjoyed games through which we could 
understand the basic concepts of Physics, Chemistry and 

Biology. We then went to a park which was behind the Science 
Museum and played until dusk. Next day, i.e. 8th of October, 
we started on our journey to Coorg. 

Our stay in Coorg was for two days, during which we had 
a lot of fun visiting a Tibetan Monastery. We saw many monks 
and their place of worship. On 9th of October we visited the 
Abbey waterfalls and were amazed by the breathtaking view 
after which we went to the well known temple, Omkareshwar 
temple. A camp fi re session was arranged in the night. 

On 10th October we boarded the bus and started our 
journey to Mysore. We fi rst visited the Mysore Palace and 
our guide narrated the enthralling story of the prince of 
Mysore. We were lucky enough to get a view of the royal 
throne which is made of 280 kgs gold. Preparations for a 
grand Dussehra celebration were going on in the palace and 
surrounding areas. We also visited the Brindavan gardens 
to watch an amazing musical fountain show. The next day 
we went to visit the Chamundi Hills and from there started 
back to Bangalore. On the way to Bangalore we visited Lord 
Sriranganathaswamy’s temple at Srirangapatnam and also the 
Iskon temple. We boarded our train at Yeshwanthpur railway 
station and started our journey back to Hyderabad with lots 
of memories which we shall fondly remember for years to 
come. It was a wonderful experience to go on this tour with 
our friends and teachers.

Sonal Singh & Sankeerthana. Class VI

Outward Bound…

Excursion: Bangalore, Mysore 

and Coorg

Excursion: Pune, Lonawala, 

Mahabaleshwar, Panchgani

Group photo at PanchganiGroup photo at Panchgani

Group photo at the Tibetan MonasteryGroup photo at the Tibetan Monastery

happeningS
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Hima Mansi of class VII participated in the drawing 
competition conducted by Andhra Pradesh Police 
Department, Hyderabad on 9th Sep, 2013 at Jawahar 
Bal Bhavan. The theme given was ‘Job of Policeman’ She 
received a certifi cate and a cash prize of Rs. 2000/ from City 
Police Commissioner, Mr. Anurag Sharma.

Infosys Hyderabad development centre conducted a 
workshop to develop the software skills of the students. It 
aimed at enhancing the basic computer skills of the students 
and helped them to get hands –on lab work.  Sumanth Penta 
of class IX actively participated in this workshop and was 
tutored in HTML concepts,  using Excel as a backend support 
system  and the ways to developing a website. 

The Technology 
connoisseurs

Work of ArtWork of Art

Undergrad at 

William & Mary

A 12th grade student of Jubilee Hills Public School, Harshita 
Netala, has been granted admission in one of the most 
reputed and the second oldest schools in the United States 
of America the  ‘William & Mary Institute’, Virginia for an 
undergraduate programme in Business Studies. Good 
SAT scores and keen participation in various co-scholastic 
activities helped her get admission into the university. She 
will do her Major in Business Administration and Marketing, 
“I have not opted for any Minor course as of now, because 
I want to do something creative in life and need some 
more time to choose optional subjects at the university”, 
replied an ecstatic Harshita when asked about her other 
subjects. “I thank the school management and teachers for 
their unconditional support. It was because of my parents 
support, my determination and the encouragement of 
my  teachers that I have reached this mark. I thank all of 
them wholeheartedly”, added Harshita. She will join the 
university in mid-April and is all geared up for her journey 
ahead. Jubilee Hills Public School wishes Harshita, All the 
Best for her future ahead!

Utkarsh, X B

OTHER
Happenings
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A team of four delegates and one teacher of our school joined 
3000 students from 200 schools and 38 countries in the United 
States of America to discuss issues of Global importance in the 
course of The 61st Harvard Model United Nations Conference, 
the oldest and one of the most prestigious Model UN Student 
Conference of the world.

After a series of lectures, preparation and shopping, our 
team set off to the United States of America on 29th January, 
2014. After the long fl ight, our MUN team checked-in at the 
Boston Sheraton Hotel. 

Harvard MUN 2014 started on Thursday with the opening 
ceremony. The students from different countries debated on 
different subjects such as piracy in African waters, digitization 
of labour, nuclear globalism, illegal organ trade, women’s 
rights in the Arab world, and emerging global middle class. 
During the conference, each student represented a country 
other than their own. I represented Bhutan in the World 
Health Organization Committee of the General Assembly and 
my theme was Illegal Organ Trade and Malaria in Sub-Saharan 
Africa, Amaan student of class VIII represented Bhutan in 
the special summit on the millennium development goals – 
2015, with the topic Roadmap of new development agenda. 
Prashant, student of Class XI -Legal Committee – theme was 
The Military use of children and Transnational Corporations. 
Niharika’s theme was - UN General Assembly High-Level 
Meeting on Arab States - Rise of Islamic Regimes in the 
Aftermath of the Arab Spring and Women’s rights in the Arab 
world.

Students exchanged views through debates, negotiations 
and came up with comprehensive resolutions. It was 
interesting to know and get knowledge on such diverse 

and sensitive topics related to health. We also got a lot of 
knowledge on the discussions that were happening in other 
committees. 

It was well organized and gave us an enriching learning 
experience. It was a great platform for students to think 
critically and creatively. Not only did it deepen our knowledge 
and understanding of international relations but also honed 
our skills of research, critical thinking, verbal and written 
communications, negotiation and team work.

It was a lifetime experience for us as we travelled around 
the American Eastern Coast and enjoyed the unmatched 
experience and learning we gained.

Report by Shaina and Prashanth 

Delegates at the Harvard MUN, USA

MEMORIES 
TO CHERISH

Model United Nations (MUN) is a simulation of the 
original United Nations Conference organized by high 
school students. The students of Jubilee Hills Public 
School have been very active in participating at various 
MUN conferences held in Hyderabad. MUN not only 
provides students with knowledge of the functioning 
of the UN but also teaches them many important 
qualities like diplomacy, creativity, negotiation and 
the ability to “sell” an idea. Students represented 
delegates and Heads of States took part in different 
committees of the UN. The most prestigious MUN in 
Hyderabad, ‘The Harvard Model United Nations-India 
2014’ was an enriching experience for students of 
JHPS. It was a 4-day conference held at the Hyderabad 
International Convention Centre. The MUN was fi lled 
with great levels of debating and many wonderful 
social events for the students. Other than the HMUN, 
“Oakridge Model United Nations” was also a part of 
the students’ MUN adventure. The ‘OakMun’ was 
held at Taj Krishna and received many delegates from 
various countries around the globe. MUN’s are a great 
platform for students to showcase their brilliance in 
debating and diplomacy. It is a medium through which 
students interact with various people and students 
from different countries with different mindsets. The 
interaction of ideas amongst various students helps in 
developing the thought-process of students.

Shrey Som & Utkarsh, Class X

JHPS makes its 
presence felt at Mun’s

Our delegatesOur delegates

happeningS
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National Cadet Corps is a Tri-Services Organization, 
comprising the Army, Navy and Air Force, engaged in 
grooming the youth of the country into disciplined and 
patriotic citizens.

It inculcates, among the youth a sense of Nationalism 
and secular outlook that would contribute towards the 
building of a stronger nation, apart from that it would 
also provide a common platform for individual upliftment 
through the process of channelizing the energy of the young 
Indians constructively. It also helps the youth to realize 
the relationship between man and community, between 
community and nature and their interdependence

As is customary, this year too, NCC students of our school 
attended the Annual Training Camp XII Pre Republic Day 
Camp at Bison Training Ground – Secunderabad from 19th 
Dec to 28th 2013. 46 cadets attended the camp. The camp 
was held for 10 Days and the cadets underwent training in 
various subjects. During the training they learned about the 
handling of small arms, map reading, fi eld and battle craft, 
and drill. They also took part in various sports and games 
competitions and cultural events. The cadets brought laurels 
to the school in the following events.

Name of the Event Name of the Student Achievement

Extempore Cadet Anirvinya First place among 32 contestants

100 meters Cadet Santan Chowdary Gold medal among 16 contestants

Firing Cadet Manas Katta Silver medal with grouping of 2cm

Throw  Ball JHPS team  First place among 10 teams

Volley Ball JHPS team  Third among 16 schools 

Cultural Events Cadet G.Vishnu Priya  First prize in  solo dance

The camp ended with many boys and girls in high spirits at 
being selected for Inter unit Competitions for the year 2014-
2015.

The students were invited for Maulankar and Thal Sanik 
Camp during May 2014 at Andhra Pradesh NCC Directorate.

National Cadet Corps - Troop Number 26

Winners of Volleyball team (NCC)Winners of Volleyball team (NCC)Winners of Throw ball team (NCC)Winners of Throw ball team (NCC)

LOKESH, CLASS XII

A LOVED STUDENT TO THE TEACHERS
A CHEERFUL AND WITTY FRIEND TO 

HIS CLASSMATES

THOUGH YOU ARE NOT HERE ANYMORE 
YOUR CHARM, AURA AND LOVE WILL 

ALWAYS BE CHERISHED BY ALL

We express our heartfelt condolences 
to the bereaved family of one of our 

students, P. Sai Lokesh of class XII who 
passed away in a tragic road accident in 

the month of January 2014. May God grant 
them the strength to bear this loss and 

may his soul rest in eternal peace.

NCC
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Inter school sports 
meet was conducted 
by the school in its 
vast ground from 
11th December to 
13th December, 2013. 
Competitions were 
held for the following 
events: Basket ball, 

Foot ball, Lawn Tennis and Gymnastics.  More than twelve schools 
participated.

On the fi rst day, the Academic Director, Ms. G. Sree Devi 
unfurled the school fl ag and declared the sports meet open. 
The Principal, Ms. M. Varalakshmi in her inaugural address 
wished all the participating teams and opined that participation 
is more important than winning. This was followed by an 
impressive march past of JHPS Student Council and the sports 

...WHERE WINNING IS A HABIT...WHERE WINNING IS A HABIT
teams. It was an exciting day where the students from various 
schools participated with a lot of enthusiasm and verve.

The results are tabulated as follows

Name of the Event Name of the School Achievement

Gymnastics
• Floor exercises
• Vaulting horse
• Trampoline

• Bhartiya Vidya Bhavans

• JHPS

Overall championship (Girls)

Overall championship (Boys)

U/14 Lawn Tennis
•  Bhartiya Vidya Bhavans, 

Trimulgherry
•  Jubilee Hills Public School

First place (Boys)

First place (Girls)

Basketball 
• DPS
• Chirec Public School
• Jubilee Hills Public School

Winners
First runner up
Second runner up

Football
• Jubilee Hills Public School
•  P. Obul Reddy
• Glendale Academy

Winners
First runner up
Second runner up

During the closing ceremony, the Chairman, Mr. A. Murali 
Mukund, JHPS and Joint Secretary of JHES Mr. T. Harischandra 
Prasad, gave away the medals and trophies to all the winning 
teams amidst loud cheering.  The three day sports event that 
brought out the young talents and zeal came to a glorious end.

Sports Week was celebrated in the school 
premises from 28th September to 3rd 
October 2013. Participants from the four 
houses geared up and competed against 
each other. It was a tough but healthy 
competition amongst the four houses. The 
spectators for these events were students 
of classes V to X. The four houses – Cauvery, 
Ganga, Krishna and Godavari competed 
well. It is a well known fact that there can be 
only one winner and the students of Krishna 
house emerged winners during the week 
long competitions. The sheer hard work and 
exceptional talent of JHPians was once again 
showcased through this event.

C. Sharon, Class IX

House Events & Position

Krishna

I II III

Class Class Class

Handball (Girls)
Volleyball (Boys)

VII &  VIII
VII &  VIII

Throwball (Girls)
Basketball (Girls) 
Cricket (Boys)

IX & X
IX & X
IX & X

Handball (Boys)
Volleyball (Girls)
Handball (Girls) 

VII & VIII
VII & VIII
IX & X

Godavari

Cricket (Boys)
Volleyball (Girls)
Basketball (Boys)
Basketball (Girls)
Football  (Boys)
Basketball (Boys)

IX & X
VII &  VIII
VII &  VIII 
IX & X
IX & X
IX & X

Handball ( Boys)
Handball (Girls)

VII &  VIII
IX & X

Handball (Girls)
Basketball ( Boys)
Throwball(Girls)

VII & VIII
VII & VIII
IX & X

Ganga
Handball (Boys)
Handball (Girls)
Throwball(Girls)

VII & VIII
IX & X
IX & X

Basketball (Boys)
Volleyball (Girls)
Basketball (Boys)

VII &  VIII 
VII &  VIII
IX & X

Volleyball(Boys)
Football  (Boys)
Basketball(Girls)

VII &  VIII
IX & X
IX & X

Cauvery
Basketball (Boys) VII &  VIII Handball (Girls)

Volleyball (Boys)
Football  (Boys)

VII &  VIII
VII &  VIII
IX & X

Basketball(Boys)
Cricket (Boys)

IX & X
IX & X

The results are tabulated as follows

Sports Week
(Intra Murals) Godavari vs CauveryGodavari vs CauveryCauvery vs KrishnaCauvery vs Krishna

B.Nikhil Narayana Murthy-Gymnastics B.Nikhil Narayana Murthy-Gymnastics 
champion (Individual category)champion (Individual category)DPS team - Basketball winnersDPS team - Basketball winners

JHPS team - Football winnersJHPS team - Football winners

sectioN
SPORTS
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SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS 

2013 - 2014
ATHLETICS:
• M.Ashta Lakshmi of Class X was selected for two National Athletic meets; she won 4 

Gold, 7 silver and 2 bronze medals.
• P.Sreya of Class X won a Gold, 2 silver and 2 bronze medals
• G.Hardhika Reddy of Class VII won a gold and 4 silver medals 
• Our school students bagged 10 gold, 24 silver and 16 bronze medals in a range of 

athletic meets.
• The Under 16 girls team bagged “TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP” in Hyderabad District 

Athletic Association meet held at Gachibowli Stadium.

BADMINTON: 
• G.Ruthvika Shivani of Class XII 

holds the following ranks 
• Under 19 Girls National 

Rank – 3rd

• Under 19 Girls International 
Rank – 6th

• Senior National Rank – 11th 
She won 2 National Gold medals 
and an IBL Silver medal 

• P.Sreya and K.Anurudh of Class 
X were selected for state level.

• Our students won 3 gold, 5 
silver and 8 bronze medals in 
different competitions.

THROW BALL: 
• At the Hyderabad District School 

Games Throw ball tournament 
under 14 girls team stood winners 
position.

• 7 Girls were selected for state level. 
• In NCC cadet Throw ball tournament, 

the under 14 girls team stood at the 
winners position.

M. Ashtalakshmi with Ms. P. T. Usha M. Ashtalakshmi with Ms. P. T. Usha 

P. SreyaP. Sreya
G. Hardhika ReddyG. Hardhika Reddy

Selected for State TeamSelected for State Team N.Sai SudhirN.Sai Sudhir

G. Ruthvika ShivaniG. Ruthvika Shivani

B.Varshith Reddy & M.Shashank SaiB.Varshith Reddy & M.Shashank Sai

HDSGF THROW BALL UNDER 14 GIRLS WINNERS TEAMHDSGF THROW BALL UNDER 14 GIRLS WINNERS TEAM

N.C.Ashwin N.C.Ashwin 
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BASKET BALL: 
• Hyderabad District School Games Basket ball 

tournament under 14 boys team stood at the 
winners position.

• K.Anurag Sai of Class VIII played for Hyderabad 
District team and won 2nd place at the State level. 

• K.Sampath Kumar Reddy of Class IX played for 
Hyderabad District team and won 3rd place in 
state level.

• Prateek Singh Bahou of Class XII played state level 
Under 19 Boys Basket Ball Tournament and won 
3rd place at the state level. 

• The Under 14 boys team won 3rd place in JHPS 
inter-school sports competition.

HAND BALL: 
• At the Hyderabad 

District School Games 
Hand ball tournament, 
the under 19 boys 
team stood at runners 
position. 

• P. Sai Srinadh of Class X 
played at the State level 
Hand ball tournament 
and bagged the 2nd 
position.

Basket Ball - III PositionBasket Ball - III Position

K.Anurag SaiK.Anurag Sai K.Sampath Kumar ReddyK.Sampath Kumar Reddy

Atif Ahmed selected for State level CompetitionAtif Ahmed selected for State level Competition

Prateek SinghPrateek Singh
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GYMNASTICS:  
• Our students won 3 Bronze medals at the District level.
• Our students won 2 gold, 2 silver, 2 bronze medals and 

B.Nikhil Narayana Murthy bagged overall championship in 
JHPS inter-school sports competition.

SWIMMING: 
• Meghna Saha of Class VI won a silver and a bronze medal in south zone aquatic 

championship and participated at National level. 

• Our students won 6 Gold, 4 Silver and 2 Bronze medals in District and State 
level competitions.

 B.Jayasree B.Jayasree

 E. Rathan Raja E. Rathan Raja

Meghna Saha with Hockey Olympian Mr.Mukesh KumarMeghna Saha with Hockey Olympian Mr.Mukesh Kumar Meghna Saha Meghna Saha 

K.Bhavya ManasaK.Bhavya Manasa

B.Nikhil Narayana MurthyB.Nikhil Narayana Murthy
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CRICKET: 
• Our team achieved the Runners position and received Rs.2000/- cash 

prize in Sultan –Ul-Uloom inter-school cricket tournament.

• K. Prajwal of Class IX won the ‘Man of the Series’ in Glendale Cricket 
Tournament and he played for ‘HCA league’ in the under 14 category.

• K. Ajay Goud of Class VIII played for Hyderabad District School Games 
in the under 14 state team. 

• P. Nirbhai Sai Reddy of Class VIII played for ‘HCA league’ in the under 
14 category.

FOOT BALL: 
• At the Hyderabad District School 

Games Foot ball tournament, the 
under 17 girls team stood at the 
winners position.

• 9 Girls and 2 Boys played for state 
level. 

• Two boys played at state level in the 
under 19 category and bagged 2nd 
position.

• The Under 19 boys team won the 
1st place in JHPS inter-school sports 
competition.

Runners TeamRunners Team Won The Man of the SeriesWon The Man of the Series

Foot Ball TeamsFoot Ball Teams

Anirudh RaiduAnirudh Raidu K.NagarjunaK.Nagarjuna
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External Competitions

Students participated in a number of inter-school competitions 
at all levels. This enabled them to hone their skills in Art, 
Public Speaking, Technology etc. making them versatile and 
channelizing their energies in a positive manner. Here is a 
glimpse of the achievers who brought home laurels.

• Shrey Som (Class X), Sai Shravan (Class X), Ainesh Sanyal 
(Class VII) and Rajeev Nandyal (Class VII) participated 
in the ‘Debate’ at Chirec Public School and secured the 
Semifi nalists position

• Zamaan Khan (Class 8), Aayush Majumdar(Class 8), 

Nitya(Class 8), Asuthosh (Class 8) , Nishita Pattnayak(Class 
7), Pranati Tantravati(Class 7) and Aditi Mutha (Class 7) 
participated in ‘Nukkad’ at Delhi School of Excellence and 
secured the 3rd position

• Madhulika(Class 5), Tejashree(Class 5) and Trisha(Class 5) 
participated in ‘Dance Competition’ at Delhi School of 
Excellence and secured the 3rd position

• Sathya Vignesh (Class 6) and Kartheek Muthumula (Class6) 
participated in the ‘National Geo Map Quiz’ and secured 
the  4th position.3

ARCHERY: 
• Our students won 1 Gold, 2 

Silver and 2 Bronze medals at 
the Hyderabad District School 
Games Archery competition.

• 4 Boys and 1 Girl participated 
at the State level.

Spreading Our Wings Far and Beyond

KARATE: 
• Our Students won 7 Gold, 7 

Silver and 4 Bronze medals in 
various Karate competitions.

VOLLEY BALL: 
• In the NCC cadet Volley ball 

tournament, the under 14 
boys team stood 2nd

LAWN TENNIS:
M. Sai Nikhil of Class XII secured the 
33rd position in National Ranking 
and the 750th position in ITF Ranking.

K.Harsha VardhanK.Harsha Vardhan

K.JyotsnaK.Jyotsna N.V.AshishN.V.Ashish
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2013 was a very eventful year. There 
were some soaring highs and some 
disappointing lows. We cannot erase the 
sad moments but we surely can cherish 
the good ones. Keeping that in mind let 
us revisit the news highlights of India.

‘God of cricket’ retires
Thank you - 
these two words 
very much 
summed up 
India’s mood on 
16th December 
when Sachin 
Tendulkar bowed 

out from all forms of cricket. The legend 
carried the hopes and aspirations of a 
billion people and it was only apt when 
fans stood up to salute a hero who had 
united India like nobody else in the 
past 25 years. Tendulkar’s formidable 
cricketing records aside, most people 
will remember him as a player who 
remained humble and grounded 
despite his stardom. 

An Era Ends - The Indian Telegraph 
Service Bids Goodbye

The world 
sent its last 
telegram when 
India’s state-
owned telecom 
company shut 
its 163-year-old 
telegraph service 

on 15th July. The service had become 
largely irrelevant due to the advent of 
the mobile phone and computers, but 
that did not stop many from reminiscing 
over the rich history of the service. The 
closure sparked a feeling of nostalgia 
in newspapers as they remembered 
the telegram’s importance during the 
British rule and the role of the humble 
postman, who was the bearer of all 
kinds of news and played a big role in 
connecting India’s villages to its cities. 
Telegrams always triggered a sense 
of excitement and it wasn’t surprising 
when thousands queued up to send a 
fi nal “nostalgic telegram” on 15 July.

Two disasters - different approaches
Natural disasters 
left many dead 
and homeless 
in India in 2013 
but there was 
a lesson to be 
learnt after the 
g o v e r n m e n t 

averted a major crisis when tropical storm 
Phailin hit the country’s eastern shores 
in October. The government had issued 
warnings days in advance and evacuated 
thousands to reduce the number of 
casualties. Contrary to this, fl oods in 
the mountainous state of Uttarakhand 
in northern India had killed hundreds of 
people in June. Relatives of those dead 
or stranded in the state were left in 
despair due to a lack of coordination in 
rescue efforts. Many of those who died 
were tourists travelling to the state on a 
pilgrimage. Newspapers blamed rampant 
construction, mining and massive power 
projects in the northern Himalayan 
states for the fl ooding that occurred and 
termed it a man-made disaster.

The ‘Modi wave’
The year also 
marked the rise 
of Narendra 
Modi as the 
Bharatiya Janata 
Party’s Prime 
M i n i s t e r i a l 
candidate in 

next year’s general elections. Mr. Modi’s 
stature seems to be growing both inside 
and outside his party largely due to his 
energetic and nationalist speeches. 
He strongly attacks the Congress for 
corruption and promises to resolve the 
country’s economic problems.

Mars- Here Comes India
Many Indians felt 
proud when the 
country’s space 
agency launched 
its maiden Mars 
Orbiter Mission 
(MOM) on 5 
November. Prime 

Minister Manmohan Singh described 
it as a “historic achievement” and 
congratulated scientists at the Indian 
Space Research Organization (ISRO). India 

will enter an elite group that includes the 
United States, Europe and Russia if ISRO’s 
spacecraft reaches the Red Planet.

Economic gloom
The year did not 
bring much cheer 
for the country’s 
economy as the 
rupee continued 
to slide for most 
of 2013. The rupee 
dropped by nearly 

4% to a new low of 68.7 to the US dollar 
on 28th August amid growing concerns 
over the health of the country’s economy. 
It has recovered slightly but continues 
to perform weakly in the international 
market. Newspapers and fi nancial pundits 
mostly added to the negative sentiment 
throughout the year. Now one hopes that 
the New Year will bring renewed energy 
into India’s struggling economy.

The Kumbh Mela and Bollywood’s 
100 years

The year also 
witnessed a show 
like no other 
as the world’s 
largest gathering 
took place in the 
northern city of 
Allahabad on 

11th February. Several million people 
bathed at the confl uence of the Ganges 
and Yamuna rivers during the two-
month long Kumbh Mela festival. The 
event, held every 12 years, is billed 
as the biggest gathering on Earth 
and attracts Nagas (naked holy men), 
assorted gurus and tourists from all 
over the world. 

Bollywood turns 100 
On 3rd May 2013 
Bollywood turned 
100. Marking the 
grand celebration 
Indias’ four top 
c o m te m p o r a r y 
fi lm makers- 
Karan Johar, 

Anuraag Kashyap, Zoya Akhtar and Diwakar 
Benerjee collaborated on a project called 
Bombay Talkies, and anthology of four 
short fi lms.

Utkarsh Aditya, X B

2013: India This Year
sectioN

ARTICLE
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Robert Langdon wakes up in a hospital 
room, with no memory of his last two 
nights or how he had managed to reach 
there. Suddenly, he is being shot at by a 
dangerous looking spike-haired woman 
and to Langdon’s horror she manages 
to kill a doctor. Langdon fl ees from 
there with a pretty blonde doctor to 
her apartment. This is how, Inferno, the 
fourth installment in the best-selling 
Robert Langdon series authored by 
Dan Brown, starts. Inferno was actually 
“Hell” as defi ned in Dante’s ‘The Divine 
Comedy’. The book, as always, revolves 
around, acclaimed Harvard symbologist 
and art professor Robert Langdon. Dan 

Brown, has perfectly interwoven history 
and science together, and as always it 
becomes hard to classify the specifi c 
genre of Inferno. The adventure is set 
in Florence, being the hometown of the 
famous renaissance poet Dante Alighieri 
from whose work the characters take 
great inspiration. Dan Brown is a master 
at his work and his writing style is 
so absorbing that it forces us to turn 
each page without wanting to pause. 
The book moves smoothly through 
the story, but it silently puts forward a 

few questions that are indirectly aimed 
at the reader. The questions are very 
relevant and are successful in arousing 
a series of thoughts. The characters of 
the book defi ne very strong personal 
perspectives and are very infl uential. 
Moreover, the book also provides a very 
logical solution to the question it puts 
forward.

However, Inferno fails to interest 
readers; the story at times seems 
unappealing and gets predictable 
at some places. The foundation of 
the story may have changed but the 
storyline seems slightly repetitive. The 
characters are strong but the way they 
are connected is a bit discouraging. The 
book is a page-turner but fails to deliver 
the suspense and surprises of Brown’s 
previous books. Comparatively Inferno 
cannot be placed at par with “DaVinci 
Code” or “Angels & Demons” but surely 
qualifi es as a wonderful ‘thriller fi ction’.  
All-in-all, on a scale of 5 Inferno could 
be rated a 3.5.

Shrey Som, Class X

INFERNO
From the Author of 
the highly acclaimed 
DaVinci Code

BOOK REVIEW

How often do you watch a fi lm which leaves a great impact on you? The 
movie Bhaag Milkha Bhaag awakens your patriotic soul and leaves a big 
‘Proud to be an Indian’ feeling. A man from the rural areas of Pakistan 
undergoes the harrowing experiences of partition and rises to become the 
world record holder and who fi nally falls at the Olympics. This showcases 
both the painful and the proud past this country has seen. 

Critics have shammed Rakyesh Omprakash Mehra, the director for a 
lengthy story and the use of slow motion camera in a lot of instances. 
He has been criticized for commercializing a biopic by adding a number 
of unnecessary songs. In my opinion Mehra has done a wonderful job in 
bringing the athlete’s life to reel. He drives the story through many time 
periods, connecting it seamlessly, to give you the tragic story. For a movie 
which does so much so well, one can overlook the songs. He has managed 
to extract good acting from Pawan Malhotra, Prakash Raj and Yovraj Singh 
(Yes you guessed it right! He indeed is Yuvraj Singh’s father!). Divya Dutta 
puts up a decent performance as Singh’s sister. And at the center is the 
genius Farhan Akhtar. He carries the fi lm from the starting to the end. 
From the simple scene of sprinting to the very emotional and poignant 
scenes, he has managed to create an amazing impression of the Olympian 
on the screen. You see not just an athlete but a man with a tragic past, and 
a painful life who wins a place in the world of athletics against all odds.

The movie, inspite of its length keeps you riveted to your seat 
throughout. The movie, directed by Rakyesh Omprakash Mehra fi nally 
brings the director glory.

Utkarsh, Class X B

MOVIE
Review
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